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Abstract

“Passive Network Audit” technology includes network discovery and monitoring techniques in which network packets are captured, processed and analyzed in order to gather information about the network. It relies on passive analysis of network traffic activities, meaning that no single active interaction takes place between auditor and network environment. The goal of passive network audit is to assess the security level of the network environment, based on predefined baselines (e.g policies, rules). By using different detection techniques such as protocol behaviour analysis, network enumeration, signature-based Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), Network Flow Analysis (NFA) and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), it is possible to identify network threats taking into account network elements, patterns and known vulnerabilities. This research aims to identify the gap between Network Security Monitoring (NSM), Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and Passive Network Audit (PNA) by analyzing some taxonomies and existing frameworks. Findings of this background study are taken into consideration to define a security framework which is intended to take features of different technologies in order to provide a very flexible, automated and reliable assessment framework that can be implemented as passive audit technology. Hence, this framework aims to provide complementary features to SIEM and NSM approaches in order to get a better context of security events. Furthermore, this thesis defines the prototype that provides the capabilities of an automated passive network audit engine. It was developed as internal project of Fox-IT.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

_Intrusion Detection_ is a field of Information Security introduced some decades ago. Some of the very first versions of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) prototypes were introduced in the early 70's by Anderson [4], [5], and over the last decades new models have been used as a part of the security strategies within organizations. IDS aim to identify and detect security issues within computer systems, network environments or information systems in general. According to Debar et al. [21], the task of IDS is to monitor the usage of such systems and to detect the apparition of _insecure states_. Moreover, IDS detect attempts and active misuse by legitimate users or external parties to abuse privileges or exploit security vulnerabilities.

Depending on the way security issues are detected, IDS can be classified in two main categories: _misuse-based_ and _anomaly-based_ detection. In general, the triggering of misuse and anomaly based security alerts depend on predefined patterns and behaviours exceeding _normal_ thresholds, respectively. Moreover, as it will be addressed in detail on Chapter 2, there are different taxonomies that describe standard features of IDS and the capabilities that they can provide. Complex prototypes can combine these models in order to implement IDS with larger scope. In fact, features of modern IDS have evolved over the years in such a way that, novel and improved detection models are used in order to detect new security threats. However, the fact that not only data networks are more complex at present days, but also the way network protocols are implemented and the amount of information that needs to be analyzed, imply that security threats are more difficult to identify as well.

The incursion of detection complexity implies that IDS detection mechanisms might not be enough to identify security threats and their full context. Hence, new technologies have emerged in order to complement detection systems. These technologies implement new approaches in detection methods based on different techniques such as patterns analysis, data logs processing, network statistics, structured traffic analysis, data aggregation, etc. However, it is important to mention that they are not IDS themselves, but they provide complementary information based on additional data sources. In practice, some of the aforementioned approaches are represented by Network Security Monitoring (NSM), Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and Passive Network Audit (PNA). These three approaches aim to get awareness of security context with slight differences in methods and focus, sharing features that can be used in different ways depending on the context of analysis. Figure 1.1 presents an overview of this relationship. Moreover, these relatively recent technologies have played an important role within security mechanisms of enterprises, since they are now able to merge a set of threat identification datasets from different sources (e.g. IDS, Firewalls, OS, Applications, Network devices, etc.) into one single point of analysis and provide an structured platform for data analysis.
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1.1 Network Security Monitoring (NSM)

NSM is a detection and monitoring model focused on the analysis of network traffic activity. This concept has been developed at the same time new detection technologies have emerged to be applied into security tools. NSM includes a set of processes and data analysis techniques. It defines guidelines and methods of how communication and security devices can be deployed over the network in such a way that security monitoring can be performed in an effective way. Furthermore, it defines how the information generated by such devices is processed and how it can be interpreted in order to create meaningful information.

Depending on diverse factors such as network characteristics, protocols and even budgets, among others, NSM describes the general issues to define a monitoring framework. In this context, different tools and techniques can be used on similar environments while the same monitoring requirements are met. For instance, there is a set of open source tools that can be used in order to deploy a NSM infrastructure, some of them working as middle layer between detection engines and front-ends for data analysis. It has to be emphasized that NSM describes not only the tools that can be used, but also how, when and why to use them.

Tools like Sguil [88] have been widely deployed among network monitoring infrastructures. Sguil is an open source tool that combines some passive detection techniques and provides to network analysts an interface to perform a deep packet inspection and signature-based alert analysis. Moreover, open source IDS such as Snort [70] and Suricata [61] are also widely used on NSM tools. The key factor that should be emphasized is that NSM is a multilayer process in which, for example, IDS are just part of the whole monitoring environment, since other tools with different approaches such as Argus [68], Pads [73], Sancp [20], etc, use passive analysis techniques as well, in order to complement data generated by IDS.

Figure 1.2 shows an approach of the Network Incident Response Process, in which NSM takes place within the Detection phase, playing a role in two different ways:
1. **Short term incident containment**: Steps taken immediately upon confirmation that intrusion has occurred.

2. **Emergency**: Operations that look for additional intrusion patterns. It is a validation mechanism able to scope the extent of the incident, in other words it provides the evidence of malicious activity.

It is very important to mention that NSM takes into account not only a set of analysis techniques, but also deployment considerations including threats models, monitoring zones, deployment locations, risk, incident response procedures, etc. as crucial part of NSM successful implementation. Thus, in order to gather data that eventually will trigger alerts and produce statistical information, NSM sensors should be placed into specific locations within the network infrastructure. Furthermore, the actual useful data that can be generated depends on the amount and kind of traffic collected by sensors, which also are directly linked to the deployment location. The Reference Intrusion Model proposed in [10] includes the following types of data:

1. **Full content data**: Logging of every single bit of network traffic to perform forensics analysis. In practice this is difficult to achieve due to performance issues, specially on large networks.

2. **Session data**: Network traffic aggregates, protocol breakdown and distributions.

3. **Statistical data**: Connection pair records as part of conversation between two hosts. It takes the concept of flow as filtering parameter (i.e. proto, src ip, src port, dst ip, dst port)

4. **Alert data**: Generated by Intrusion Detection Systems. Provides alerts as indication of anomalous activities. It serves as base point of further investigations.

For each type of data, a set of tools and techniques can be used in order to extract useful datasets. The goal is to correlate the information generated on each stage in order to produce meaningful interpretations about security events. Thus, depth of NSM depends on the requirements of the monitoring infrastructure. Bejtlich [11], [10] presents two complete guides of aspects that should be taken into account in order to deploy a monitoring infrastructure, including techniques and tools that can be used, and further considerations to get the best detection results.

Certainly, intrusion detection is a sub process part of Network Security Monitoring. In order to understand the context, on the one hand, by using NSM it is possible to describe network security activity either as a general picture (summary of network security-related activity) or in a very specific way for certain purposes and environments (structured traffic analysis, forensics,
etc). On the other hand, intrusion detection is focused on the way how these security events are identified. In fact, NSM may use intrusion detection techniques such as signature-based and anomaly-based IDS (which will be discussed in Chapter 2). Some discussions emphasize the fact that IDS developers want “Immaculate Detection” whereas NSM practitioners want “Immaculate Collection”. Certainly there is no product that provides 100% of accuracy and effectiveness, hence further investigations need to be performed. For example, despite the fact that a very complex IDS can trigger security alerts, depending on the situation, an additional investigation might be needed, hence NSM is applied in order to provide evidence and to interpret the incident with a more detailed or full context.

1.2 Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)

Process Mining is a research area focused on the analysis of event logs that aims to get knowledge about the business processes. Moreover the purpose of process mining is to develop methods and tools that provide the capabilities for discovering process and to exploit the data recorded into event logs. In order to achieve that purpose, techniques of Data mining, which refers to the process of extracting descriptive models from large stores of data [25], are applied in different ways through the use of approaches such as statistical analysis and machine learning, both described in Chapter 2. In the field on Information Systems, specifically within Information Security, process mining can be applied in order to analyze log datasets generated by security sources such as Operating Systems, Firewalls, IDS, Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS), communication devices, etc.

There are different approaches to apply process mining for intrusion detection purposes. The so-called Security Information and Event Management (SIEM), Security Event Manager (SEM), Security Information Manager (SIM) are examples of such process mining approaches. In practice, there exist implementations based on open source tools [86], as well as commercial solutions [85], [49], [53] that provide log management and SIEM capabilities for both, general and security-related events. In fact, in order to provide a wider framework, SIEM combines features of both SIM and SEM which in general are focused on real-time analysis and long-term storage respectively. Thus, among the most important capabilities that SIEM provides are:

- **Data aggregation**: Data from different sources is used as input data that feeds log analysis engines. Such data may contain not only security related event information, but also general system logs, operational system trails, etc.
- **Correlation**: Based on different data sources, a meaningful interpretation can be generated by linking events taking into account common parameters and attributes.
- **Alerting**: When an anomaly or predefined behaviour is detected, then an alert can be triggered in order to notify a possible security issue. This can be done by using either IDS datasets or by post analysis of other security logs (e.g. firewalls).
- **Compliance**: Auditing techniques can be applied in order to assess whether specific procedures are followed within a system or network environment.
- **Retention**: Historical data is stored in order to feed datasets for data correlation over the time. This is specially useful for forensics and incident response purposes.
- **Forensics analysis**: Analysis of different datasets are correlated based on a timeline in order to reconstruct events that happened as part of security incidents.
- **Indexing**: Uses special techniques to facilitate indexing and searching information on aggregated data. This is a vital task since data aggregation and retention imply huge amount of data to analyze.

---

• Intelligence: By combining the aforementioned capabilities, a better, detailed and meaningful context can be described in order to feed a knowledge database for high-level interpretations suitable for decision making processes.

Furthermore, it is important to mention that log analysis processes imply the use of passive methods of data processing since the source dataset contains logs of events that already happened, and there is no any active interaction with the network environment at all.

1.3 Passive Network Audit (PNA)

There is a similar approach in which both log analysis and data correlation are involved as well, the so-called PNA. Although typically some SIEM implementations [85], [49], [53], [7] include PNA as part of their capabilities, PNA itself includes additional processes and it can be applied independently without all the features of SIEM. Thus, despite the fact that PNA can be considered as a part of unified SIEM system, in this thesis PNA will be distinguished as independent term, emphasizing the key characteristics that PNA provides as individual component.

PNA is focused on network traffic analysis captured as source dataset, mainly as offline-analysis. Thus, a network traffic sample of fixed period is analyzed by characterizing network components and tracking their activities. The goal of the analysis is to get an assessment of network events performed within certain period of time, as well as assess policy compliance based on predefined baselines. Nevertheless, a real-time analysis is possible, turning PNA into a hybrid system with some NSM and SIEM features, or in the other way around, by enabling PNA within SIEM implementation. As it is shown in Figure 1.1, there are shared properties among the three approaches. In the case of PNA and SIEM, capabilities such as log normalization, correlation, compliance and security assessment are common, however the key differences are described as follow:

• Unlike normal aggregation process in SIEM, where the system is fed by logs generated by multiple devices or systems such as Firewalls, OS, IDS, etc, in PNA the input dataset is the raw network traffic itself. The data aggregation process is performed as internal task in such a way that different kind of decoded data sources feed analysis engines that PNA may include to achieve data correlation, compliance and security assessment.

• The single input dataset imply the use of log pre-processing as prior additional task for data aggregation. This means there are no logs or traces that can be aggregated as input data directly, but rather raw traffic contains all the information that can be used to produce logs, in the same or similar way other devices fed normally SIEM systems. This log pre-processing task may involve traffic decoding, payload extraction and some specific data correlation tasks at network level. Figure 1.3 shows the general information flow in PNA where additional pre-processing task can be appreciated before the actual log analysis.

• The focus of PNA is on Assets identification, characterization and tracking, since these are the entities that will be evaluated as part of an auditing process. Such information can feed SIEM in order to produce a better intelligence about events in a wider context.

PNA may also be referred as Passive Network Discovery (PND). Arkin [8] describes an overview about PND and monitoring systems, discussing its limitations and giving a criticism about some current weaknesses on this technology. Usually, the goal of passive technologies is to answer the questions “What is on the enterprise network?”, “Who is on the enterprise network?” and “What is being done on the enterprise network?”. To this end, new technologies have emerged, providing capabilities to describe (a) Active network elements and their properties, (b) Active network services and their versions, (c) Distances between active network elements and the monitoring point, (d) Active client-based software and their versions, (e) Network utilization information, (f)
Vulnerabilities found for network elements residing on the monitoring network. In general terms such information can be used for the following purposes:

- Network Audit
- Network utilization information
- Network forensics
- Vulnerability discovery
- Network operation profiling

1.3.1 Strengths of PNA

- **Passive technology**: This feature represents one of the best advantages of PNA, since behaviour, integrity or characteristics of the monitored network are not affected by the monitoring infrastructure. This is possible since there is not any single active interaction between monitors and monitoring targets.
- **Real-time operation**: The monitoring process can be performed in real-time as the network activities occur.
- **Zero performance impact**: No additional workload to the monitored network is involved. In fact, workload implied by the monitoring infrastructure is independent of the working network environment.
- **Full data processing**: It is possible to perform analysis over all network layers.
- **Detection of active network elements**: It is possible to identify network elements (e.g. hosts, communication devices, etc.) participating on network communications.
- **Granular network communication**: PND is able to provide the knowledge needed to generate information about network infrastructure utilization.
- **Abnormality Detection**: By using the collected data, it is possible to perform statistical analysis in order to identify abnormal activities within the network.

1.3.2 Weaknesses of PNA

- **Limited analysis**: the analysis depends on the data that has been collected. If any data traffic related to certain event is not collected, then event identification might be limited to partial interpretations and even out of the scope of the analysis.
- **Not everything can be passively determined**: Some network features can not be determined by just analyzing the traffic if there is no enough data for interpretation. For instance, data for vulnerability discovery or system’s attributes identification.
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- **Performance issues**: In large networks, passive monitoring becomes a hard task due to the amount of traffic that needs to be collected. Furthermore, there are important issues on full capture analysis schemes (e.g. performance).

- **Reliability and accuracy**: Passive analysis is not completely accurate since some identification processes are based on assumptions that may lead to wrong interpretations, for instance, OS detection might be ambiguous, hence inaccurate.

Additionally, De Montigny-Leboeuf et al. [56] mention three categories of passive packet monitoring: (1) **Singleton**: Tests conducted on a single packet emitted by a host. It typically looks for default values of header fields such that information about the sender is retrieved. The general algorithm to perform a singleton is by monitoring traffic with specific filter and then derive information once packets are captured. (2) **Sample**: This test involves samples of packets generated by a host. Its purpose is to analyze how packets change while they are transmitted. The general algorithm consists in traffic monitoring with specific filters, then hold in memory all received packets by source address, to finally derive information from the sample. (3) **Stimulus-Response**: This test consists in listening communication in both directions, creating a stimulus-response pair. The analysis takes into account facts such as stimulus with no response, as well as response with no stimulus. The general algorithm consist as follows: monitoring the traffic with specific filter satisfying either the stimulus or response, then hold the stimulus and look for its corresponding response pair (conversely hold the response and check it corresponding stimulus), to infer information about the event.

The important aspects of applying PND cited in [56] are: (a) Discover active nodes, (b) System uptime, (c) OS identification, (d) Network elements roles, (d) Services offered, (e) protocols supported and (f) IP network configuration.

Moreover, Gula [33] describes two categories of vulnerabilities that can be identified by using PND. On the one hand, **Server based vulnerabilities**: that are based on the monitoring traffic focused on the data generated by servers within the network. On the other hand, **Client based vulnerabilities**: that can be used to identify security flaws based on information from clients, for instance, by checking web browser user-agents, email agents, etc. On the other hand, vulnerabilities over communication devices can be discovered, for example, policies violation or misconfiguration of firewalls, routers, and so on, by checking how the communications between hosts are being performed. A complementary guide of vulnerability correlation with IDS is presented in [34].

There are some existing PNA based implementations such as **Real-Time Network Awareness (RNA)** by Sourcefire [74], **Network Vulnerability Observer (NeVO) (old)** [22] and Passive Vulnerability Scanner (PVS) [81] and **ArcSight ESM** [6]. Moreover, services such as Fox-IT ProtAct [29] are available on the market as well. All these technologies implement passive network monitoring techniques.

### 1.4 Problem Statement

There are different approaches aimed to get awareness about security context within organizations to different extents. On the one hand a variety of intrusion detection techniques can be used through existing IDS implementations such as Snort, Suricata and Bro. On the other hand, commercial products and services are available on the market to get information about security events that happen within the network. Such technologies provide different capabilities and imply different levels of complexity and flexibility, since they may combine features of NSM, SIEM and PNA. When an enterprise needs to get awareness of security events, it can choose among a set of solutions which indeed may comply with its requirements, however not necessarily in the most effective and suitable way. Furthermore, despite the fact that solutions may provide powerful
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analysis capabilities, they may involve additional tasks which may turn the whole process inconvenient or even unfeasible.

Since detection phase may involve automated, semi-automated and even manual processes, in which data is processed in different ways, then an extensive analysis is needed to propose a combined technique that could impact in a positive way the ease, suitability and effectiveness of Passive Network Audit models without the need to be implemented as a part of complex SIEM environments.

Short descriptions of these notions (NSM, SIEM and PNA) have shown that information retrieval of security context is not perfect. Hence, it is necessary to determine exactly what is the actual gap and what technologies and methods can be used to fill it. In this regard, taking into account the capabilities of existing detection techniques and aiming the definition of an improved Passive Network Audit framework, the research question of this work is:

**What is the actual gap between NSM, SIEM and PNA capabilities and how it can be filled in order to deploy a streamlined, flexible and effective PNA framework capable to get information about security context?**

To answer this, the following support questions have been defined, which will be addressed in this research:

1. **What are the most relevant and suitable characteristics to define an accurate detection framework?** In order to answer this question, some detection taxonomies and existing detection frameworks will be analyzed to describe useful and common characteristics that general detection and analysis framework should include.

2. **How can detection models be combined to define a Passive Network Audit Process?** To answer this question, an analysis of existing detection frameworks will be performed and findings will be taken into consideration in order to define specific tasks and features that apply on PNA context.

3. **What kind of detection techniques can be used taking into account network environment data?** This question will be answered by analyzing a set of tools that are able to process network traffic. A selection criteria will be defined such that specific-purpose tools are used in specific ways within the PNA framework in order to produce useful datasets that can be analyzed for PNA purposes.

4. **Are current widely deployed IDS technologies good enough to get awareness of security context?** In order to answer this question, this work will evaluate some detection approaches that rely on pure IDS alerts (misused-based), including some NSM implementation that use IDS as core detection engine. Thus, a comparison will be performed in order to identify differences between information from IDS and passive tools.

5. **How can anomaly detection algorithms be used in PNA in order to identify patterns accurately?** This question will be tackled by testing an anomaly detection algorithm based on data mining. The main purpose is actually to test not only whether anomaly-based methods can be applied for auditing processes, but also to find specific features that can provide criteria for selection of anomaly-based techniques in PNA context.

1.5 Motivation

In general terms, the need of an efficient and simple Passive Network Audit technology is motivated by the fact that this technique addresses different issues in security threats detection such as:
• There are no absolute guarantees of the correct compliance of the security controls within the network.

• Conventional detection technologies may not be enough to detect some threats such as zero-day attacks since they are unknown.

• Real-time monitoring and interpretation is very hard to achieve, thus security vulnerabilities might be identified after an incident.

• Some active detection technology such as penetration testing may imply disruptive impacts on production systems. In this sense, unsuitable security mechanism for both prevention and reaction may be placed over the network.

• Some existing technologies implement PNA features, however they are part of complex SIEM systems that may increase the complexity of the auditing process as well.

In spite of the existence of some commercial and open Network Audit technologies, it is intended to create the aforementioned framework with specific capabilities to gather information from network traffic, not only in an efficient way but also with less complexity and acceptable reliability of security assessment.

1.6 Outline

In this thesis, a Passive Network Audit Framework, based on an integration of different detection techniques, will be presented. It is intended to provide not only a feasible way to get an assessment of the general security status of the network, but also to address the issues of conventional deployments, such as complexity and long processes, by creating an automated functional model. In this section has been tackled a basic approach to concepts that will help to understand the motivation of this research. The remainder of chapters of this thesis are structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview intrusion detection taxonomies used as reference of background context of PNA. Moreover, this chapter presents some existing frameworks that involve passive detection processes and passive technologies. These existing approaches are presented in order to show features that can be taken for the proposed PNA framework. Chapter 3 presents the PNA framework definition, including functional model and detailed modules features. Chapter 4 presents a practical implementation, its characteristics and a case study that evaluates the features of the framework. This Chapter also includes a discussion about suitability, accuracy, performance, limitations and issues identified during experiments. Finally, Chapter 5 presents final conclusions that clarify the findings of this work with regard to the research question.
Chapter 2

Network Audit and Intrusion Detection Taxonomy

2.1 Overview

The goal of this chapter is to address some intrusion detection taxonomies that describe common characteristics of intrusion detection models. This background will be useful to take some considerations about detection and analysis approaches for the proposed PNA framework. Thus, the workflow of this Chapter is as follows: first are presented intrusion detection taxonomies that define common IDS characteristics. Taking this into account, as well as some existing classifications that are be presented in Section 2.2, then a summarized classification of intrusion detection models are described. Finally, some examples of existing intrusion detection frameworks are presented in such a way that specific detection and analysis features can be considered, in regard with the intended PNA framework that is described in Chapter 3.

2.2 Taxonomy of Intrusion Detection Models

Despite the fact that Intrusion Detection Systems have evolved over the years, there are common model specifications such as architecture, components and measurable properties that state the general characteristics that IDS should meet. In addition, IDS classifications may be defined from different points of view (e.g. functional, location, etc.), splitting intrusion detection models according with the principles they follow and features that they provide. In order to describe a base point of common IDS properties, three taxonomies will be tackled in this section. Each taxonomy describes three key aspects about IDS specification: architecture, components and measurable properties.

The first taxonomy studied on this thesis is presented by Debar et al. [21]. It describes IDS architecture as an environment that includes a detector that processes information coming from the system that is to be protected. This detector uses three types of information: Database (long-term information: knowledge base of attacks); configuration (defines the current state of the system) and Audits (events description). The goal of this detector component is to filter the information from the audit trail in order to identify...
security-related interpretations.

Moreover, in order to evaluate IDS, this taxonomy defines a set of measurable properties: Accuracy, Performance, Completeness, Fault Tolerance and Timeliness.

Furthermore, four main components are described: (1) Detection method: Describes the characteristics of the analyzer. (2) Behaviour on detection: Describes the response of the intrusion detection system. (3) Audit source location: Distinguishes the kind of input data. (4) Usage frequency: Describes the monitoring way of the analyzer. In addition, based on these components, IDS can be classified into eight sub-types grouped in two main sets: (a) functional and (b) non-functional characteristics. In Figure 2.1 is depicted the architecture of a simple IDS described in [21], whereas Figure 2.2 shows the resulting classification.

Figure 2.2: Characteristics of Intrusion detection systems presented in [21]

The key aspects of this approach that can be considered are: first, the modular design in which a system feeds the detector based on some configuration parameters. Since there is a long-term storage database, this taxonomy implies both NSM and SIEM capabilities. However, the countermeasure module can be considered just partially, since it may imply active actions as feedback from the IDS model, thus in the PNA context this feedback would be a different output data such as recommendations. Second, the measurable properties can be used to define the evaluation criteria for the PNA framework. Finally, the proposed classification provides functional and non-functional characteristics, so the summarized classification can take this into account.

The second taxonomy is presented by Catania et al. [14]. It describes the general architecture of IDS as a set of modules:

- **Traffic Data Acquisition**: Module for data collection.
- **Traffic Features Generator**: Traffic features extractor. It includes different layers: low-level features (IP header), high-level features (traffic information). Furthermore, additional feature layers can be defined according with the source of input data: packet features (raw packet headers), payload features (payload data)
- **Incident Detector**: Data processing module intended to identify intrusive activities.
- **Traffic Model Generator**: Uses data from Incident Detector as a reference in order to perform a comparison for incident identification purposes.
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- **Response Management**: Module to execution actions in response of a possible intrusions.

Whereas the set of **measurable properties** is comprised by **Prediction accuracy** (detection quality), **Processing time** (event processing rate), **Adaptability** (detection of new attacks) and **Resource consumption** (memory and storage usage). Finally, this taxonomy describes the main **components**, which according with the authors is a summary of elements “commonly accepted in the intrusion detection research community”. These elements are:

- **Detection Method**: Determines the two main detection approaches: **anomaly-based** and **misuse-based**
- **Model acquisition**: The way knowledge is produced: **human-based** or **automatic generation**
- **Usage Frequency**: Detection execution: **real time or batch** (periodic analysis)
- **Architecture**: Data collection and processing perspective: **centralized** or **distributed**

In this taxonomy, again the modular architecture is described in order to perform the information flow through focused tasks. This can be mapped into PNA context in such a way that modules perform specific tasks over input dataset (i.e. network traffic decoding, pre-processing, post-processing, model generation, interpretation). Moreover, similar measurable properties (from the first taxonomy) are described, hence they are taken into account to consolidate the summarized list of properties for the framework. Finally, components are consistent as well, in the sense that similar concepts such as detection method and usage frequency are considered, thus a summarized classification is consolidated as well.

The **third taxonomy** is presented by Axelsson [9] and Patcha et al. [62]. It describes a generalized model of IDS. Figure 2.3 shows this approach in which there are diverse components within IDS architecture with similarities related to the aforementioned taxonomies. In this case, the elements have the following roles: **Audit data collection** (module used to collect data in order to be analyzed by detection algorithms), **Audit data storage** (module to store audit data for further reference), **Analysis and detection** (module where all the detection algorithms are implemented), **Configuration data** (defines operation parameters of the whole IDS), **Reference data** (stores parameters of operation of the detection module e.g signatures, thresholds, baseline datasets), **Active/processing data** (stores intermediate results about the detection dataset), **Alarm** (module to report and handle the identified suspicious events).

![Figure 2.3: Organization of a generalized Intrusion detection systems presented in [9] and [62].](image-url)
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In summary, these approaches define similar components which represent features of both NSM and SIEM. First, the whole system depends on predefined configuration and reference modules, which are shared features mentioned in all presented taxonomies. Moreover, the core detection engine is represented by different modules that manage audit data which is analyzed to trigger alarms and produce feedback. Taking all these aspects into account, then a summary of properties to consider into the PNA framework specification is described as follows in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Measurable properties</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modular design, storage and configuration modules</td>
<td>Accuracy, Performance, Timeliness</td>
<td>Detection Method, Usage Frequency, Behaviour of detection, Audit source location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Summary of taxonomy definitions to consider into PNA framework

2.3 Classification of Detection Models

The aforementioned taxonomies have described the common features of IDS as a generalized intrusion models. The purpose of this section is to describe a general picture and background of intrusion detection techniques, some of them intended to be used within the framework as core detection engine.

Intrusion detection models, with respect to the way the anomalous activities are detected, are commonly grouped into two main detection approaches: Misuse-based and Anomaly-based. Similar nomenclatures refer such methods as Knowledge-based or detection by appearance [77] (misuse) and Behaviour-based (anomaly). Furthermore, misuse-based can be considered as black listing since it defines what is malicious or anomalous in advance, whereas anomaly-based can be considered as white-list, since it defines the accepted or normal behaviour.

According with Catania et al. [14], in the context of misuse-based models, detection itself relies on three different techniques Pattern recognition, Implication rule-based and Data mining. It is which summarized in Table 2.2. In regard with anomaly-based models, Arca-Teodoro et al. [30] present a classification of anomaly-based detection models. Thus, a summarized classification is described as follows in Figure 2.4

2.3.1 Misuse-based detection

This detection method applies the previous knowledge that has been accumulated about specific events in such a way that information about attacks, vulnerabilities, and threats in general can be retrieved and applied to describe a detection base.

Pattern recognition: It creates the so-called signatures generated from a base knowledge by looking for specific patterns that match from incoming network packets or command sequences. On the one hand, the advantage of such a model is the fact that since the signatures contain very specific matching patterns, then detection for well known attacks is achieved in a reliable and accurate way. On the other hand, since the detection is limited to the detection parameters defined within the signature, then a drawback is represented by the fact that signatures for all known attacks need to be contained within the detection engine.
Furthermore, signatures need to be updated and aggregation of new signatures for new attacks is needed as well, otherwise new attacks will not be detected. It has to be emphasized that although signatures describe very specific attacks, the granularity can be changed in order to generalize the matching pattern for attacks that share some detection patterns. However, this generalization process implies the triggering of false positives, meaning that events that actually did not happen are reported by the IDS. Listing 2.1 shows an example of IDS signature described by a Snort rule that allows to detect successful exploitation of a critical OpenSSL vulnerability found in April 2014, CVE-2014-0160. Most of the NSM infrastructures are based on signature-based detection model since they are usually easier to deploy and manage. In fact, two of the most widely used IDS, Snort and Suricata, implement this type of detection technique. Since these tools are intended to be part of PNA framework, then it is important to take into account the aforementioned features, in order to define the scope of the framework. Further details, of how these tools are used within the framework, are described in Chapter 3.

```
alert tcp any any -> any any (msg:"FOX-SRT – Flowbit – TLS-SSL Client Hello";
  flow:established; dsize:< 500; content:”[16 03]”; depth:2; byte_test:1, <=, 2, 3; byte_test:1, !=, 2, 1; content:”[01]”; offset:5; depth:1; content:”[03]”;
  offset:9; byte_test:1, <=, 3, 10; byte_test:1, !=, 2, 9; content:”[00 0f 0f]”;
  flowbits:set, foxsslsession; flowbits:noalert; threshold:type limit, track
  by_src, count 1, seconds 60; reference:cve,2014-0160; classtype:bad–unknown;
  sid: 21001130; rev:9;)
```

Listing 2.1: Example of IDS signature (Snort/Suricata rule published by Fox-IT)

**Implication rule-based**: This technique defines event-rules that describe a chain of network events, so that detection engine may infer an intrusion when a series of network events matches with such description. Emerald [65] is an example of approach using implication rules. This technique is used by Bro IDS (also part of PNA framework), and it is a feature that can complement signature-based detection in order to extend the context of security events.

**Data mining**: This technique aims to eliminate the need of manually created traffic models by automatically building them based on some references such as protocol and event specification. Hybrid approach uses data mining to extract meaningful information about security events. It

---

1Critical security vulnerability reported on April, 8th 2014.  
http://heartbleed.com/. Fox-IT published a set of Snort/Suricata rules to detect this attack.  
http://blog.fox-it.com/2014/04/08/openssl-heartbleed-bug-live-blog/
has to be emphasized that, although data mining is typically used in anomaly-based detection, according with Catania et al. [14], it can be applied on misuse-based as well. Approaches based on as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [13], [48] for feature extraction, and Genetic Algorithms (GA) [1] for model structure designing. Both examples use data mining to analyze, classify and extract meaningful information related to security incidents.

Table 2.2 shows a comparative analysis of some existing approaches of misuse-based intrusion detection based on taxonomy presented in [14]. In order to provide an overview of the scope of such approaches, the following features are described: detection technique, usage frequency, model acquisition and type of analysis. In the list, it has to be noted that the work presented by Roesch [69] is the practical implementation of Snort IDS, which is also intended to be part of the core detection engine within PNA framework and it will provide data aggregation of IDS alerts. The characteristics of the signatures used for pattern identification are described in Chapter 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Misuse detection technique</th>
<th>Usage Frequency</th>
<th>Model acquisition / adaptability</th>
<th>Scope of analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lindqvist and Porras [47]</td>
<td>Implication rules</td>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>Human: rules written by experts</td>
<td>Low and high-level: packet, payload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roesch [69]</td>
<td>Pattern Signature</td>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>Human: signature patterns written by experts</td>
<td>Low: packet, payload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li [46]</td>
<td>Data mining:GA</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>Automatic: retraining with new attack patterns</td>
<td>Low and high-level: packet, flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez et al. [31]</td>
<td>Data mining: fuzzy / GA</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>Automatic: retraining with new attack patterns</td>
<td>Low and high-level: packet, flow, payload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Comparative analysis of misuse-based intrusion detection approaches described in [14].

2.3.2 Anomaly-based detection

Anomaly detection methods are based on the analysis of the normal traffic behaviour in such a way that baseline profiles, described by legitimate network traffic activities, are defined in order to identify potential anomalous activity. The main feature of this type of detection model is that they provide the capability to identify unforeseen attacks, such that, unlike misuse-based detection, there is no the need of specifying detection parameters about attacks themselves. It has to be noted that the central premise of anomaly detection is that intrusive activity is a subset of anomalous activity [40]. The ideal case considers all anomalous activities as intrusive activities, however this is not always the case. In fact there are be four possibilities: (1) Intrusive but not anomalous, (2) Not intrusive but anomalous, (3) Not intrusive and (4) Intrusive but not anomalous.

Although there are different anomaly detection approaches, a generic functional model is described in Figure 2.5. It includes the following main components: (a) Parameterization: Observed instances are represented in a pre-established form. (b) Training: the normal or abnormal behaviour is characterized and the corresponding model is generated. (c) Detection: the generated model is compared with the observed traffic such that if certain deviation exceeds the threshold, then an alert is triggered.

Figure 2.5: Functional model of generic anomaly based IDS described in [30].
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It is important to emphasize the fact that, data mining is used in all the techniques under anomaly-based category presented as part of the classification of detection models (Figure 2.4). In this category, anomaly-based detection techniques are grouped into three main subcategories: statistical, knowledge based and Machine learning. The following subsections describe a background of such subcategories in order to understand what type of techniques can be used in the context of PNA. In fact, not all of them are intended to be used within the proposed PNA framework, nevertheless, by taking into consideration the modular design mentioned in Section 2.2, it is possible to deploy different anomaly-based detection approaches as part of the framework. The type of dataset that can be used for anomaly detection purposes are described in Chapter 3.

Statistical-based

Garcia-Teodoro et al. [30] mention that the idea of statistical-based detection model is to generate profiles which describe the stochastic behaviour of the network traffic. The profile includes properties such as activity intensity measures, audit record distribution measures, categorical measures and ordinal measures. Typically two profiles are involved playing different roles: the current profile which correspond to the network traffic observed over the time, and the stored profile that corresponds to the previously stored and trained statistical profile. These profiles are compared using a function of abnormality of all measures described within the profile. This comparison results into a score that indeed indicates the degree of irregularity of the event. Here, a predefined threshold is set, thus, an alert is generated in case of the score exceeds the threshold. The main advantage of statistical-based technique is that prior knowledge about the normal behaviour of network activity is not required. The drawback is given by the fact that this approach is susceptible to be trained by attackers, moreover, the process of parameters and metric definition might be cumbersome.

Knowledge-based

According with Garcia-Teodoro et al. [30], this approach applies the knowledge that has been accumulated about specific attacks. The so-called Expert systems classify audit data involving three phases and considering a set of rules. First, attributes and classes are identified from training data, then classification rules are generated to finally classify audit data based on such rules. This provides a systematic way to find evidence of vulnerabilities exploitation attempts within the audit trail. A similar approach uses the concept of specifications to define a set of rules that describe the normal behaviour. This type of specification can be generated using Finite State Machine (FSM) methodology that can be implemented by using standard description languages such as N-grammar, LOTOS and UML. On the one hand, potential advantages of this technique is that it provides high level of flexibility. On the other hand, the implementation implies cumbersome processes and time consuming.

Machine learning-based

In general terms, Machine Learning (ML) is a research field in which the purpose is to develop systems that can improve automatically by themselves with the experience they have gained from past events, meaning an iterative learning process. It tries to address issues that statistics and data mining try to solve. As a background [55], [2] about ML concepts, a very general description of different types of learning methods is presented below:

Supervised learning: It is based on examples as training dataset in order to find a shared descriptions between positive examples which are not in negative examples. This allows to identify unforeseen instances. The components involved are the inferred function (classifier) and an instance (vector). Furthermore two tasks can be performed. Classification: the classifier tries to determine the class or label that an input vector belongs to. Regression: task
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intended to predict an inferred function from training dataset (e.g. predict the network protocol given a set of network packet header attributes or traffic parameters).

**Unsupervised learning:** Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised methods do not rely on training datasets, but they just take the input data in order to describe regularities.

**Reinforcement learning:** If the output of a system is comprised by a set of actions, then a single action itself is not relevant, but what matters is the way such an output sequence is formed, (i.e. policy that defines a sequence of correct actions to reach a goal). Thus, the goal of this method is to assess whether the policy is correct and to learn from past actions in order to generate a new policy.

ML is a strong research area within Information Security field, specifically when it is applied for intrusion detection processes. Features of ML coincide in some cases with statistical approaches, however ML not only is intended to build and describe a model, but also to improve the performance or execution strategy based on newly acquired information or previous results. Based on the classification presented on Figure 2.4, the subcategories of ML techniques used in anomaly-based detection models are described below:

**Bayesian Networks:** Bayesian networks represent *models that encode probabilistic relationships among variables of interest* [30] and they are used to represent knowledge about uncertain domain. Bayesian networks are in fact probabilistic graphical models that contain *nodes* (random variable) and *edges* (probabilistic dependencies among certain random variables). For intrusion detection purposes, Bayesian networks are combined with statistical methods in order to develop detection schemes capable to predict events as consequence of actions based on prior knowledge and data. Moreover, Bayesian techniques are used for data classification and false alarm suppression. The accuracy of this method depends on assumptions based on the behavioral model of the target system, thus any deviation from these assumptions leads to inaccurate detection. This means that the key factor is to build an accurate behavioral model, which in fact is not an easy task since it depends on the complexity of the network as well.

**Markov Models:** This category comprises two main techniques: On the one hand is *Markov chains*: a set of states that are interconnected through transition probabilities which define the capabilities of the model and its topology. The training phase includes an estimation of probabilities associated to the transitions, based on the normal behaviour of the target system. On the other hand, *Hidden Markov*: a statistical model in which the system being modeled is assumed to be Markov process with unknown parameters. Such hidden parameters needs to be determined from observable parameters. This detection approach usually has been applied to Host IDS, in which system calls are analyzed, however it can be applied to network traffic as well.

**Neural Networks:** This method, applied to network intrusion detection, has been usually applied in order to predict the behaviour of the user, daemon, processes and so on within the system based on network traffic patterns. Due to their flexibility and adaptability to changes within the systems environment, neural network have been studied within the anomaly detection research area. The main advantage is that they can deal with imprecise data and uncertain information without the need of prior data describing the regularities of the system. However, there is a set of drawback with this approach, such as they may fail due to the lack of data to analyze and they may be slow and hard to train as well.

**Fuzzy Logic:** These techniques are based on fuzzy set theory and they have been used in computer security area since the early 90's. In fuzzy set theory, reasoning is not precise,
but rather an approximation is deducted from classical predicate logic. Fuzzy logic can be applied for intrusion detection processes because it is possible to consider diverse measurable parameters as CPU usage, connection intervals, and so on, in such away they can be described as fuzzy variables. This is in fact a very effective detection method, specially for recognition attacks such as port scans, probing, etc. Its main disadvantage is that the rule creation is a very intensive task.

**Genetic Algorithms:** Genetic algorithms are described as global search heuristics. It is a technique used to find approximate solutions for optimization and problem searching. They are a particular class of evolutionary algorithms. Since genetic algorithms are derived from evolutionary biology such as inheritance, mutation, selection and recombination, then it is consider a ML-based technique. In the field of intrusion detection, genetic algorithms are used in order to distinguish normal traffic from anomalous connections. The main goal is to provide the capability of deriving classification rules and select the appropriate parameters for detection processes. The main advantage in IDS is that it is a flexible search method that uses uses probabilistic methods.

**Clustering and outlier detection:** Clustering techniques allow to find patterns in unlabeled data with many dimensions, by grouping the observed data into clusters based on the similarity or distance measure. By using clustering techniques it is possible to learn from audit data (e.g. network traffic), to eventually identify intrusions based on the generated knowledge without the need of explicit description provided in advance. There are different approaches to apply clustering into intrusion detection models. One of them uses two datasets, normal and anomalous. The other approaches uses only normal dataset, performing a training process in order to characterize a model of normal behaviour. Some of the most common used distance metrics on clustering methods are Euclidean distance and Mahalanobis distance. In this kind of methods, IDS tuning process is considerably since the clustering process identifies intrusion events by itself based on raw audit data.

Table 2.3 shows a summary of some existing anomaly-based IDS including their main features and related work. The anomaly detection engine that is deployed within the framework, uses the basics concepts addressed in the work presented by Lee and Stolfo [43], covering packet and payload analysis. It uses data mining through frequent pattern analysis. In-depth explanation will be tackled in Chapter 3. Moreover, as an additional reference, García-Teodoro et al. [30] presents a summary of existing IDS that provide both misuse and anomaly detection capabilities, as well as hybrid features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Anomaly detection technique</th>
<th>Usage Frequency</th>
<th>Model acquisition / adaptability</th>
<th>Scope of analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Porras and Valdes [66]</td>
<td>Statistical: chi-square-like</td>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>Automatic: readjust model with new attack-free patterns</td>
<td>Low and high-level: packet, flow, payload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakhina et al. [41]</td>
<td>Statistical: PCA</td>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>Automatic: readjust model with new attack-free patterns</td>
<td>Low-level: flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee and Stolfo [43]</td>
<td>Data mining: rules learning and frequent pattern count</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>Automatic: retraining with new attack-free patterns</td>
<td>Low and high-level: packet, flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portomoy [67]</td>
<td>Data mining: unsupervised clustering</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>Automatic: retraining with patterns containing a reduced amount of attacks</td>
<td>Low and high-level: packet, flow, payload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Comparative analysis of anomaly-based intrusion detection approaches described in [14]
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2.4 Intrusion Detection Frameworks useful for PNA

At this point, both IDS general taxonomy as well as detection model classification have been defined in the context of this thesis. This section describes six different intrusion detection frameworks in order to provide a background about some existing approaches that implement different data analysis techniques with features related to PNA. The purpose of presenting these frameworks is not only to present a panorama of existing framework references, but also to extract some useful features and reinforce considerations about the scope and capabilities that the proposed PNA framework is intended to provide.

2.4.1 Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF)

There are different approaches of intrusion detection frameworks. One of the formal references is the so-called Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF), “an effort to develop protocols and application programming interfaces so that intrusion detection research projects can share information and resources and so that intrusion detection components can be reused in other systems” [15]. As part of the CIDF research, the Intrusion Detection working Group (IDWG) [38] has defined a framework that includes (1) Requirements documents, which describes high-level functional requirements for communications between intrusion detection systems and management systems; (2) Common Intrusion Specification Language (CISL) which describes the data formats that satisfy requirements; and (3) Framework Document which identifies protocols best used for communication between intrusion detection systems. As a result, the Intrusion Detection eXchange Protocol (IDXp) [37] and Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) [16] have been defined.

Porras et al. [39] describes the main approach of CIDF in which the core definition of Interoperating Intrusion Detection and Response (IDR) Components is described as: “Two intrusion detection and response systems are interoperating when they exchange data automatically, and as a result achieve some goal which neither could have achieved alone”. Such a definition is very important to emphasize the core idea of the proposed PNA framework, where different IDS will be working together exchanging and correlating information. CIDF defines conditions for interoperability: (a) Configuration interoperability: condition in which two systems can find each other and successfully send data back and forth. (b) Syntactic interoperability implies that both systems can parse the syntax of the exchanged data correctly. (c) Intercomprehension implies that both systems agree on the data as well as its syntax.

Moreover, a set of scenarios where interoperation between IDR component is involved: (a) Analyzing: A gathers raw data and may analyze a small amount of data at a time. Then B takes a larger or longer view, analyzing reports from A, producing a single report. (b) Completing: Components $A_1$ and $A_2$ complement each other’s coverage, while a third component $M$ merges their input. (c) Reinforcing: components $A_1$ and $A_2$ may reinforce each other’s findings in order to reduce false positives. Then $J$ judges their output accepting only when both $A_1$ and $A_2$ agree. (d) Verifying: $A_1$ detects and attack and reports it to a boundary controller $J$. This controller then asks its resident detector $A_2$ whether it also see the attack, if so then $J$ considers the report verified. (e) Adjust monitoring: A adjusts monitoring depending on the kind of warnings it receives. Then it sends instructions to $E$ about the monitoring target such that $A$ receives information from $E$, analyzes it and passes it on. (e) Responding: $A$ sends a prescription about certain attack to $R$ in the meantime between the human response and the system response. Figure 2.6 shows the aforementioned scenarios.

Furthermore, CIDF defines a formal language specification focused on the following features: (1) Expressive: Components should be able to express a wide range of intrusion related prescriptions. It should be able to express causal relationships among events, the roles of objects in events, properties of objects, relationships ob objects, response prescription and contingent prescriptions. (2) Unique in expression: Components should be able to express a given sentiment in one or small
number of natural expressions. (3) Precise: Two receivers reading the same message must not draw mutually contradictory conclusions from it. (4) Layered: There should be a mechanism to express specific concepts in terms of more general ones. (5) Self-defining: Consumers that receive a report should be able to interpret messages to the degree they need, without the recourse to out-of-band negotiation. (6) Efficient: Messages should consume as little of the system resources as possible. (7) Extensible: It should be able to express additional information, not defined previously, such that it remains the compatibility with other CIDF components. (8) Simple: Producers should be able to encode information quickly, whereas consumers should be able to extract the information in an easy way without extensive processing tasks. (9) Portable: Language should support a variety of platforms and transport mechanism. (10) Easy to implement: This is a crucial practical requirement.

The aforementioned features are integrated as part of the CISL [36]. Data exchanged among CIDF components is described in terms of the so-called generalized intrusion detection objects (gi- dos) which encode an occurrence of a particular event that occurred at specific time, a conclusion about a set of events, or an intrusion to carry out in action. Figure 2.8 shows (a) an example of CISL message and (b) an example with its corresponding encoding based.

According with Garcia-Teodoro et al. [30], IDWG defines the general IDS architecture based on four type of functional models described in Figure 2.7.

1. E-blocks (Event-boxes): It is comprised of sensor elements that monitor the target system in order to gather information about events to be analyzed by other blocks. Depending on the information source considered, it might be either host-based (system calls, processes, etc.) or network-based (traffic volume, IP addresses, protocol, ports, etc.)

2. D-blocks (Database-boxes): These elements store information from E blocks for subsequent processing by A and R blocks.

3. A-blocks (Analysis boxes): Processing modules for analyzing events and detecting potential hostile behaviour. It might trigger alarms if necessary. Depending on the type of analysis, A boxes can be either misuse-based or anomaly-based.

4. R-blocks (Response-boxes): Executes a response procedures if any intrusion occurs and the corresponding action is previously defined. Ning et. al. [58] propose an extension to CISL that allows IDR components to specify requests for particular information from other IDR components.

The important idea of CIDF that can be taken into consideration in the PNA context is that, a language can be used to define events, either as intrusion detection parameter or as audit policy parameter. In practice, such a language can be encoded as well to be managed easily from the coding point of view (practical implementation). Moreover, since both NSM and SIEM involve tasks such as storing, indexing, alerting, etc., such a language can define specific tags such as
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Figure 2.7: General CIDF architecture for IDS described [15]

Figure 2.8: Example of CIDF messages and the corresponding encoding

![CIDF Diagram]

timestamp, index, even type, initiators, etc, in order to provide an easy way to deploy all the intended features.

2.4.2 Data mining framework

Lee et al. [45], [44] propose a framework to develop intrusion detection models based on data mining. They state that “a basic premise for intrusion detection is that when audit mechanisms are enabled to record system events, distinct evidence of legitimate activities and intrusions will be manifested in the audit data”. Thus, due to the amount of data and the features of the environment, an intelligent data analysis tools are required. The framework then is focused on learning classifiers and meta-classification, association rules for link analysis, frequent episodes for sequence analysis and a support environment to evaluate detection models. Hence, the three main aspects are:

1. **Classification**: Maps a data item into one of several predefined categories. The related algorithms usually create classifiers as a form of decision trees of rules. Given a set of
records, classification algorithms can compute a model that uses the most discriminating feature values to describe each concept. The accuracy depends on the amount of features provides as training dataset.

2. **Link analysis**: The goal is to determine multifeature (attribute) correlation from a database table. So, given a set of items, \( \text{support}(X) \) is defined as the percentage of records that contain item set \( X \). Association rules is defined by the expression \( X \rightarrow Y, [c, s] \) where both \( X, Y \) are items sets and \( X \cap Y = 0, s = \text{support}(X \cup Y) \) is the support of the rule, and \( c = \frac{\text{support}(X \cup Y)}{\text{support}(X)} \) is the confidence.

3. **Sequence analysis**: Models sequential patterns so that time-based sequences of audit events that occurs frequently can be identified. Given a set of time stamped event records, where each record is a set of items, an interval \( [t_1, t_2] \) is the sequence of event records that starts from timestamp \( t_1 \) and ends at \( t_2 \). The width of the interval is defined as \( t_2 - t_1 \), \( \text{support}(X) \) is the radio between of minimum occurrences that contain \( X \) and the total number of event records. A frequent episode rule is the expression \( X \rightarrow Y, [c, s, w] \) where \( X, Y, Z \) are items sets and they together define an episode \( s = \text{support}(X \cup Y \cup Z) \) and \( s = \frac{\text{support}(X \cup Y \cup Z)}{\text{support}(X \cup Y)} \) is the confidence. Figure 2.10 shows an example of such a specification: in (a) an example of association rule and (b) an example of frequent episode. Figure 2.9 shows the data mining process (described in [42]) applied to build IDS models.

![Figure 2.9: Data mining process of building IDS models described in [44].](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association rule</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{command} = \text{vi - time} = \text{am, hostname} = \text{pascal, arg1} = \text{tcx, [1.0, 0.28]} )</td>
<td>When using vi to edit a file, the user is always (i.e. 100% of the time) editing a tcx file, in the morning, and at host pascal; and 28% of the command data has this pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{command} = \text{subject - time} = \text{am, hostname} = \text{pascal, arg1} = \text{progress, [1.0, 0.11]} )</td>
<td>The subject of the user’s email is always (i.e. 100% of the time) about “progress”, in the morning, and at host pascal; and 11% of the command data has this pattern.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent episode</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{(service} = \text{http, flag} = \text{SO, dst_host} = \text{victim), (service} = \text{http, flag} = \text{SO, dst_host} = \text{victim) \rightarrow (service} = \text{http, flag} = \text{SO, dst_host} = \text{victim), [0.93, 0.03, 2]} )</td>
<td>93% of the time, after two http connections with SO flag are made to host victim, within 2 seconds from the first of these two, the third similar connection is made, and this pattern occurs in 3% of the data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2.10: Example of association rule and frequent episode](image)

In a similar way than CIDF, this data mining framework defines a language specification to associate events and identify frequent episodes. Again, since all NSM, SIEM and PNA define parameters such as timestamp, service, hostnames, etc. that can be used for data correlation, then by using such a specification language, event identification can be performed in a suitable
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way. In this approach, parameters related to frequency measurement are expressed as a vector, however, since the key idea to consider is to add parameters of measurement, the format can be expressed using tags or any other way that links attributes with their frequency. In the case of PNA framework, a language specification is intended to be defined in such a way that this type of tags can be used to identify frequent episodes. Details about it are addressed in Chapter 3.

2.4.3 Event Calculus-based framework

Rouached et al. [71] present a framework based in Event Calculus (EC) that formally analyze the process of detecting network intrusions. EC is a language for representing and reasoning about dynamic systems whose ontology is based on (a) a set of *time-points* isomorphic to the non-negative integers, (b) a set of *time-varying* properties called fluents and (c) a set of *event types*. There are some approaches [50], [75], [3] where EC is used to specify security policies and requirements, as well as to map policies and system behaviour into formal notation.

This approach addresses the challenges for building IDS such as reliability on attacks detection, ability to analyze large amount of data and the ability to correlate alerts with the actual security incidents. This framework is based on four main tasks: (1) Design and development of an underlying scalable and adaptive parallel and distributed IDS architecture for high speed networks. (2) Design and development of algorithms and techniques to improve the accuracy of Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) alerts generation and correlation. (3) Design and development of an efficient and integrated management platform. (4) Testing and performance study of the system on large scenarios.

Moreover, this framework has four main research pillars: (1) *Modeling the brain* to improve accuracy and prioritize attack alerts. (2) *Making the mind* to add intelligence to the system by reasoning on alert logs. (3) *Architectural theme* to design distributed architectures, traffic load and balancing algorithms. (4) *Management theme* to manage the overall defense process in an efficient way. The functional model is comprised of the following elements:

- **Security requirements**: Define properties that network environment should fulfill.
- **Assumptions**: Define additional properties to facilitate verification process (e.g. security properties with respect to security policies).
- **Network specification**: Describes an abstract model for security critical entities within the network.
- **IDS rules**: Set of intrusion detection misuse-based signatures (Snort based rules).
- **Event logs**: Set of audit trails from operating systems, application and network components.
- **Verification engine**: Set of verification to test and fix design errors and verify whether the process design does have certain desired properties.

Security requirements, assumptions, IDS rules and system specification can be described using EC predicates and axioms. For instance, Listing 2.2 shows the mapping of a Snort rule into EC-based specification. This snort rule triggers an alert when a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet with *Acknowledge* flag is set containing a value of 0 and the destination is a host within the network 192.168.1.0/24. With this regard, the PNA framework involves a mapping process as well, in which a set of *high-level rules* are used to define how IDS rules, in lower analysis layer, are interpreted to identify a security event. The full specification of such a high-level rules is presented in Chapter 3 and in Appendix.
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alert tcp any any -&gt; 192.168.1.242 any (flags : A; ack : 0; msg : "TCP ping detected")
Happens(receive(TCP,A,ACK:0;192.168.1:0/24),t) -&gt; HoldsAt(e(Alert;msg:TCP ping detected),t)

Listing 2.2: Mapping of Snort rule into EC-based specification

Figure 2.11: EC framework functional model proposed in [71]

As it can be appreciated in Figure 2.11, the functional model of EC presents shared features with the PNA context. First, data aggregation is present in such a way that a central point of analysis engine is used to generate the context of security events (attacks). It is done based on data aggregation of five sources: security requirements, assumptions, network specification, IDS rules and event logs. Second, there exists a pre-processing task for event logs, which supposes data interpretation and correlation tasks. Finally, control parameters such as security requirements and assumptions are used in order to define the scope of the checking engine. Hence, this approach reinforces the use of the following concepts: control parameters, data aggregation, pre-processing task.

2.4.4 Passive testing framework based on security rules specification

Mallouli et al. [52] propose a passive testing approach that provides the ability to check whether a system respects its security policy. This framework is focused on system events analysis, nevertheless, a mapping into network events is possible by generalizing the concept of event. This framework relies on a Nomad Formal Language [19], which is based on deontic and temporal logics, such that by collecting execution traces it is possible to deduce automatically a verdict about the compliance of security policies within the system. To achieve this goal, three main steps can be described below, and the functional architecture is depicted in Figure 2.12.

1. Definition of passive architecture: execution traces collection.
2. Description of the system security policy using a formal specification language: description of security rules in Nomad language.
3. Security analysis: A passive tester deduce a global verdict with three possible options: PASS, FAIL or INCONCLUSIVE.

The formal language presented in this framework provides the ability to express privileges on non-atomic actions. Here, a set of basic definition are described as follow:
1. **Atomic action**: the emission or the reception of a message between two system entities (or components) using the following syntax $Entity_1 ? or! Msg(Par_1, Par_2, ..., Par_n) Entity_2$ where $Entity_1$ and $Entity_2$ represent the source or the destination of the message. $?$ and $!$ define a reception and emission of a message by $Entity_1$. $Msg(Par_1, Par_2, ..., Par_n)$ represents the message exchanged between $Entity_1$ and $Entity_2$ with its parameters. $Entity_1$, $Entity_2$, $Msg$ and $Par_i$ can be replaced by the symbol $*$ to represent any entity, any message or any parameter.

2. **Non-atomic action**: If $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are actions, then $(\alpha; \beta)$, which means "$\alpha$ is followed immediately by $\beta$" and $(\alpha; *; \beta)$, which means "$\alpha$ is followed by $\beta$" are non-atomic actions.

3. **Formula**: If $\alpha$ is an action then $start(\alpha)$ (action $\alpha$ is being started) and $done(\alpha)$ (action $\alpha$ is done) are formula.

4. **Deontic modalities**: If $A$ is a formula, then a modality $O$ (‘$A$’ is mandatory), $F$ (‘$A$’ is forbidden) and $P$ (‘$A$’ is permitted) are formula.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Rule definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permission granted to $usr_1$ to write on $file1.doc$ which is managed by $Server_A$, if earlier, the user $usr_1$ was authenticated and not disconnected</td>
<td>$P(start(usr_1!Msg(ReqWrite, file1.doc)Server_A))$ $\lor$ $\neg done(usr_1!Msg(AuthReq)Server_A)$ $\land$ $done(usr_1!Msg(AuthOK)Server_A)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Server_A$ can not accept more than two authentication request from the same user in the same second</td>
<td>$F(start(Server_A?Msg(https, AuthReq)user))$ $\lor$ $O_{\leq 1}(done(Server_A?Msg(https, AuthReq)user))$ $\land$ $\neg done(usr_1?Msg(DisconnectReq)Server_A)$ $\lor$ $\neg done(usr_1?Msg(DisconnectReq)Server_A)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Example of rule specifications for policy checking

In order to perform the security checking process, an algorithm is presented as well in [52] to deal with obligation rules and retrieve the verdict.

Table 2.4 shows an example of security policies mapped into specification rules. As it can be appreciated on it, the type of security policies that can be mapped into a formal definition rules is based on the use of attributes (e.g. `DisconnectedReq`, `AuthReq`), elements (e.g. `file1.doc`, `$Server_A$`) and actions (e.g. `start`, `done`). In the context of PNA framework this can be mapped into assets with their corresponding attributes. It is important to emphasize the fact that the use of logic as part of security policy specification, provide a way to link events in order to create contexts. With regard to the functional model, in this framework there is no multiple data aggregation, however there are other shared components with NSM, SIEM and PNA contexts, such as control parameter (security policies), single input (trace file) that mapped into PNA it would be the raw network traffic. In addition, the actual result are not IDS alerts, but a verdict about a security policy which is mapped into a verdict of network event audit. Thus, the key concepts from this
approach that can be taking into consideration within the PNA framework is the implementation of a mapping process that may use logic for event correlation.

### 2.4.5 Alert post-processing framework

Spathoulas et al. [76] propose a framework focused on alert pre-processing. In this approach, the input of the system is the set of alerts generated by multiple IDS, thus, by using different algorithms, the system generates a higher level interpretation about the security events that have occurred on the network. This framework defines the following data formats in order to handle inputs and outputs for each component: Alert (A), Aggregated Alert (AA), Aggregated Alerts’ Cluster (AAC), Alert Set (AS), Aggregated Alert Set (AAS), Aggregated Alert Cluster Set (AACS). In addition, the following fields from IDS alerts are used: Attack ID (AID), Attack Class (ACL), Timestamp (T), Source IP (SIP), Destination IP (DIP). Moreover, three algorithms are defined in order to aggregate components, merge AAS, and clustering. Figure 2.13 depicts the operational architecture of this framework which is based on three phases.

![Alert post-processing framework architecture proposed in [76].](image)

1. **Preparation phase**: the system is fed by the set of alerts generated by the IDS. The input is passed to the Aggregation Component in order to convert groups of alerts, belonging to a single security events, into an aggregated alert that contains information about relevant events. Then, an additional component, the so-called Merging Component (MC), filters aggregated alerts that already have been referred. Figure 2.14 shows the functional model of this phase.

![Alert post-processing framework proposed in [76]. Preparation phase.](image)

2. **Clustering phase**: this phase has two operation modes, simple and advanced. On the one hand, Simple mode outputs the MC data to a single Cluster Component (CC) in order to
create inter-related clusters of aggregated alerts, based on similarity clustering proposed by Valdes et al. [84]. On the other hand, Advanced mode proposes an hypothesis about missed security events, before the clustering process. The intermediate clustering is performed by CC and it passes the generated small cluster to the Cluster Generator (CG), in order to create artificial clusters. These clusters are used to produce high clustering as the final set of clusters. Figure 2.15 shows the functional model of this phase.

3. Visualization Phase: This component creates a graphical representation of the produced clusters, in order to create a high-level interpretation. Figure 2.16 shows the functional model of this phase.

The similarity value is calculated by combining the four similarity components with respect to $T, AID, SIP$ and $SIP$ such that:

$$\text{sim}(a,c) = w_{aid} \cdot sim_{aid} + w_t \cdot sim_t + w_{sip} \cdot sim_{sip} + w_{dip} \cdot sim_{dip}$$

The weights are values between 0 and 1 so that

$$w_{aid} + w_t + w_{sip} + w_{dip} = 1$$
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The AID similarity is calculated with regards to the attack class so that:

$$sim_{aid}(AA_1, AA_2) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } AID_1 \equiv AID_2 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

From a general perspective, this framework describes a functional model very similar to the intended PNA framework. First, the model includes an input that passes through preparation, analysis and visualization phases. In this sense, very similar phases are intended to be defined within the proposed PNA framework as well, just using with different components and internal workflow. Second, data aggregation is performed with IDS data from multiple sensors and it is merged into a single point of analysis. Here, this approach describes an additional task done by the Merging component producing classified data. In fact, the key idea to take into account from this framework is that data aggregation includes not only a merging process, but also classification processes based on specific network attributes, used to correlate data and to create contexts of single events.

2.4.6 Passive Network Appliance

Schultz et al. [72] describe the so-called Passive Network Appliance (PNA, but referred as PNApp in this thesis to distinguish it from Passive Network Audit). It is intended to monitor network activities and its main goal is real-time monitoring, thus NSM features are mostly involved, focusing on measurement purposes. In general terms, the idea of this framework is to provide a cost-effective way of network monitoring based on real-time packet logging used to generate snapshots of network behaviour through the time. It has a strong focus on performance. Figure 2.17 describes the operational architecture of this implementation, in which there are two main environments: (1) kernel space: performs low-level tasks such as packet decoding and network elements tracking. (2) user space: performs high-level tasks such as monitoring based on previous packet decoding and alerting process. Since it is a real-time passive approach, the actual output is the same input, thus only decoded attributes are used to analyze and produce meaningful information.

Despite the fact that this framework is mainly focused for high-performance real-time monitoring, and the intended PNA framework is focus on audit of security-related events, there are three key ideas that can be taken into consideration in the context of PNA.

- First, this implementation uses two stateful real-time monitors: IP-to-IP tracker and IP-statistics-tracker. This can be used to track single IP activities in order to create meaningful contexts for network audit purposes.

- Second, the idea of snapshot of network behaviour is in fact the way real-time audit can be performed within the PNA framework. In practice, this can be done by retrieving, in real-time, samples of network traffic of certain period (input dataset) and then to enqueue them on the audit engine. Details of this process are described in Chapter 3.

- An API for real-time monitoring, that in PNA context such an API is mapped into network audit capabilities, providing a scalable implementation.
2.5 Summary of gathered knowledge and features

Taking into account characteristics of existing frameworks presented in this section, as well as the capabilities that current NSM and SIEM technologies provide, a list of useful and suitable features that will be part of PNA framework are described in Table 2.5. This information addresses the first two support questions that try to set the context to answer the research question of this thesis (Section 1.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Suitable features for PNA</th>
<th>Other considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data mining framework [45], [44]</td>
<td>Specification language and frequency analysis</td>
<td>Language for event description, timing tags for event correlation and timeliness, frequency tags for identification of frequent episodes</td>
<td>Syntax of language, type of frequency analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Calculus Framework [71]</td>
<td>Specification language</td>
<td>Specification language for event description, multiple data aggregation, control parameters: configuration and security requirements for compliance verification</td>
<td>Syntax of language, attributes of configuration parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive testing framework based on security rules specification [52]</td>
<td>Security compliance verification</td>
<td>Specification language for event identification and policy checking, Logic for event correlation, Control parameters: configuration and security policies, single result: verdict</td>
<td>Syntax of language, verdict validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert Post-processing Framework</td>
<td>IDS rules pre-processing</td>
<td>Modular architecture, IDS data correlation method</td>
<td>Analysis of classification methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Network Appliance</td>
<td>Real-time monitoring and packet logging</td>
<td>General architecture, Tracking modules, Application Programming Interface (API)</td>
<td>Modularization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Summary of useful features from some existing detection/monitoring frameworks
Chapter 3

Framework Specification

3.1 Overview

Previous sections have addressed basic concepts about Intrusion Detection technologies, as well as some existing approaches related to PNA (summarized in Table 2.5). The methodology used to define the framework specification including four main aspects:

- **Findings of background study** that were taken into consideration to define features and characteristics of the architecture.
- **Definition of framework’s capabilities** based on PNA context discussed in Chapter 1. This was necessary to determine specific purposes of framework’s components.
- **Characterization** of detection features and suitable design taking into account literature review presented in Chapter 2, as well as intended features part of the research question (i.e. to provide streamlined, flexible and effective framework).
- **Analysis of capabilities** of a variety of traffic analysis tools in order to identify useful features on PNA context and their integration with framework’s components.

Thus, this section will describe the framework specification including architecture, functional model and in-depth description of its components.

3.1.1 Purpose

The present work aims to develop the so-called Passive Network Audit Framework (PNAF), which is a framework that uses PNA techniques for network traffic analysis. The main goal of PNAF is to provide the capability to get a security assessment of network traffic and provide a high-level interpretation of security events in an automated way. It is done by combining different analysis techniques, algorithms and technologies, all specifically based on PNA approaches. Furthermore, the practical implementation or the framework, designed as Fox-IT technology, aims to define an API that provides the aforementioned capabilities in a flexible and structured way.

3.1.2 Scope

In order to generate useful information within a network security context, PNAF is intended to provide the capability of getting the following information:

a. Summary of the Security Level of the network

b. Findings of anomalous activities

c. Findings of security audit policy
3.2 Main architecture

PNAF is a modular framework in which every component is intended to perform a specific task as part of a serial process. This means that the input of a certain component is the output of past processes. The basic idea of the architecture is based on the general concept of Audit, in which an Auditor performs a set of tests, checks and verification processes over a System which is comprised by a set of Assets. In that sense, the aforementioned entities exist as well on PNAF, such that the framework is the working environment that provides audit capabilities. Figure 3.1 shows the main architecture of PNAF, which receives input data from the Auditor who defines the audit parameters (configuration and baselines), hence the framework can perform a set of specific processes in order to generate a meaningful output report, following the purpose and scope presented in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

3.3 Modules

PNAF is comprised by three main modules: Data Capture Module (DCM), Data Processing Module (DPM) and Data Visualization Module (DVM). These modules all together define the so-called PNAF instance, which is the core entity within the input-function-output scheme depicted in Figure 3.1. Each module includes engines for specific purposes. Figure 3.2 shows a single representation of the components within the framework (i.e. not going into the level of formal representation such as class diagrams, but just giving an overview of the framework general structure).

3.3.1 Data Capture Module (DCM)

The main purpose of this module is to handle the input of the framework, which can be either network traffic from the network interface (online mode), or network traffic from a pcap capture file (offline mode). It includes pre-processing tasks over network traffic performed by the toolset selected within the framework. This module is comprised by two engines and the corresponding sequence diagram is depicted in Figure 3.3

Network Traffic Capture Engine (NTCE)

This engine manages the whole capturing process within the framework when it is used in online mode. Its purpose is to schedule the capturing process, to control capturing tools and to handle captured raw traffic.
**Network Traffic Processing Engine (NTPE)**

This engine handles all external tools used within the framework (e.g. IDS, flow analyzers, decoders, etc.) that are executed to generate the input data for the DPM. Its purpose is not only to execute the tools in an automated way, but also to apply the framework audit parameters, integrity checking of the actual output and execution errors handling. The output of this engine is the actual log dataset generated by the tools, each of them with specific format readable by the framework (e.g. Comma-Separated Value (CSV), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), etc.).
3.3.2 Data Processing Module (DPM)

This module performs all processing tasks to translate the raw pre-processed data from the toolset, into a classified, sorted and specifically processed information that can be sent to the DVM in order to be presented as a report. This module includes engines for pre-processing with dynamic aggregation, which provides the flexibility to include additional engines for pre-processing tasks. The current design includes four engines for pre-processing, whereas two fixed modules are defined for post-processing tasks (see Figure 3.2). The corresponding sequence diagram is depicted in Figure 3.4.

Network Profiling and Enumeration Engine (NPEE)

The purpose of this engine is to retrieve a profile of the system by performing an enumeration process of all assets within the environment that it is being audited. The enumeration process includes not only identification of asset themselves, but also identification of their profiles (e.g. type of system, role, software that is being used, active services, etc). Such an information is used afterwards to identify policy violations as well as vulnerabilities and threats within the environment. Tools that can be used to generate the NPEE data set are: P0f[89], Prads[28], Httpry[12], tcpdstat[87], Snort (OpenAppID engine)[70] and Suricata (HTTP parser) [61].

Intrusion Detection System Engine (IDSE)

This engine is intended to execute all intrusion detection engines used within the framework. Its purpose is not only to execute and get the list of alerts triggered by IDS, but also to perform a tracking and decoding process to gather and analyze payloads for further evidence reference and data correlation. Moreover, a classification and prioritization process is done in order to group and identify threats according the severity and possible impact they may represent. Such a prioritization is a dynamic parameter that can be defined as part of a framework’s profile. Tools that can be used to generate IDSE data are Snort[70], Suricata [61] and Bro[80].

Deep Packet Inspection Engine (DPIE)

This engine is intended to perform an in-depth analysis over the network traffic, including payload decoding in application layer. Thus, data extracted from protocol communications can be analyzed in order to find potential patterns or anomalies that could represent a threat, policy violation or even compromise evidence. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) includes not only such a decoding process, but also additional gathering tasks such as file extraction from network traffic, tokens analysis from decoded strings and protocols, etc. PNAF is focused on DPI over Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Domain Name System (DNS) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols. Tools that can be used to generate DPIE dataset are: Suricata (HTTP and DNS parsers), Httpry, argus[68], Bro[80], Chaosreader[32], Nftracker[27], Tcpxtract[35], TcpExtract[18] and Tcpflow[24].

Network Flow Analysis Engine (NFAE)

The purpose of this engine is to perform a statistical analysis of network flows in such a way that an overview of network utilization is presented, as well as general statistics for protocols and hosts within the working environment that is being audited. Moreover, Network Flow Analysis (NFA) provides the capability to identify possible anomalies and attacks based either on frequency analysis or simple counters analysis. Tools that can be used to generate NFAE dataset are: Argus[68], Cxtracker[26], Tcpdstat[87] and Silk[57].

Intermediate Data Correlation Engine (IDCE)

The purpose of this engine is to merge all intermediate data and perform a correlation process of data produced by NPEE, IDSE, DPIE and NFAE engines.
Network Security Audit Engine (NSAE)

This component is the leap engine within DPM in which all the pre-processed information from other engines are sent before the next stage is reached. The goal of this engine is to perform auditing. In fact, the core security audit process of PNAF is done on this stage since the input for this engine is comprised by all necessary pre-processed information where all profiles, roles, policy violations and anomalies are identified from. The behavior of this engine is managed by a set of four audit components:

1. PNAF Rules: Specification to describe audit events
2. PNAF Dictionary: Specification to describe security events using baselines based on well-known security issues (vulnerable software).
3. PNAF Blacklist: Specification of forbidden terms that should not be found on audit trails.
4. Anomaly detection: A simple anomaly detection algorithm that can be used to identify potential threats or unusual activities, based on sequences analysis. If a training dataset is provided, sequence of events can be checked in such a way that anomalies can be identified in a more accurate way, otherwise the training dataset is generated over the time when the framework is used in online mode.

![Sequence diagram of Data Processing Module](image)

**Figure 3.4:** Sequence diagram of Data Processing Module.
3.3.3 Data Visualization Module (DVM)

This module is intended to take processed information from the DCM in order to present a meaningful report to the auditor. This module presents the key findings of the audit process such that summary of threats, policy violations, and impacts are reported, emphasizing the most important aspects to take into consideration. This module is comprised by two engines and the corresponding sequence diagram is depicted in Figure 3.5

Graphic Security Visualization Engine (GSVE)

This engine uses simple visualization tools to transform the audit result into some graphical visualization. The first version of the framework includes only web data visualization using JSON format. Further versions may include tools for tracking visualization.

Security Audit Report Engine (SARE)

This engine maps the actual findings of the whole audit process into a human-readable report, emphasizing the key aspects. This is the middle layer between the actual data generated by PNAF and any other external visualization tool used to generate the final report. An important feature of such an engine is that, based on the audit results, it can provide not only some recommendations for the analysts, but also it can generate new rules for IDS (Snort/Suricata format) in order to extend and improve detection capabilities for similar problems in the future.

![Sequence diagram of Data Visualization Module.](image)

Figure 3.5: Sequence diagram of Data Visualization Module.

3.4 Selection of technologies

Taking into account the purpose and scope of the framework, a set of analysis tools and technologies have been analyzed in order to select the most suitable ones to be implemented as part of the
framework. The three main aspects taken into account were:

1. Data collection: The purpose was to find the best way to capture network traffic and select the most suitable tool, also taking into account the fact that PNAF is intended to be deployed within a Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) environment (although not exclusively).

2. Data processing: The purpose was to find a suitable way of data processing. This process includes not only the way data is handled, but also what kind of data is relevant on each stage such that only necessary information is used in order to improve the efficiency of the framework.

3. Data analysis: The purpose was to define the kind of information that can be retrieved, analyzed and eventually interpreted, taking into consideration audit parameters that can be defined (e.g. DPI over HTTP data allows to identify user-agent for vulnerability discovery based on software version).

Table 3.1 shows an overview of the tools that have been analyzed, presenting PNAF modules and engines they are used on, their purpose, specific data retrieved and advantages considered for selection. It is important to emphasize the fact that some tools provide the same type of information, however an important feature of the framework is that data correlation process not only links data into a single security events, but also compares and validates similar information retrieved from different tools in order to create more reliable results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Data Retrieved</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suricata logger</td>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>NTCE</td>
<td>Real time traffic capturing</td>
<td>Raw traffic</td>
<td>Efficiency in traffic capturing using nf_packet or pfing (High-performance network traffic capturing technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P0f</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>NPEE</td>
<td>Network and service enumeration</td>
<td>Link types, Platform description, Operating System (OS) description and version, system role</td>
<td>Detection by multiple methods: signatures, behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snort Open Applid</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>NPEE</td>
<td>Application identification</td>
<td>Application identified within the network traffic</td>
<td>Application identification by protocol analysis and not by port number checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcpdstat</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>NPEE</td>
<td>Protocol enumeration and statistics</td>
<td>Protocol counters</td>
<td>Classification of network traffic by protocol layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prads</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>NPEE</td>
<td>Network service and enumeration</td>
<td>Link type, Vlan detection, Role, protocols, Platforms, OS description and version</td>
<td>Detection by multiple methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suricata IDS</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>IDSE</td>
<td>Misuse-based IDS engine</td>
<td>IDS alerts</td>
<td>Flexible detection by signatures, Application layer parsers, traffic normalization, efficiency, payload gathering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snort IDS</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>IDSE</td>
<td>Flexible detection by signatures, preprocessors, traffic normalization,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>efficiency, payload gathering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bro IDS</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>IDSE</td>
<td>Flexible detection by signatures and policies, application layer parsers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argus</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>NFAE</td>
<td>Efficient method to analyze large amount of network traffic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cxtracker</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>NFAE</td>
<td>Efficient method to analyze large amount of network traffic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>NFAE</td>
<td>Efficient method to analyze large amount of network traffic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bro HTTP</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>More detailed information of HTTP data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS parser</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>More detailed information of SSL/TLS data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bro SSH</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Detailed information of SSH data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bro DNS</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Detailed information of DNS data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bro SSH</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>More detailed information of SSH data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suricata</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>File extraction for malware identification and other policy violations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTPy</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>In-depth analysis of HTTP data not only related with IDS alerts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suricata</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Pre-processing of TLS certificates info for further analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS parser</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>TLS behaviour analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ssldump</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Passive DNS analysis, Domain blacklisting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to retrieve information about security events, PNAF performs data correlation using both IDS schemes: misuse-based through PNAF rules and anomaly-based through a data mining algorithm. As it was explained in Section 3.3.2, the core audit engine of PNAF is controlled by four detection components. On the one hand, PNAF rules, auditor dictionaries and blacklists involve misuse-based. On the other hand, the fourth detection component involves anomaly-based techniques based on data mining using short sequences analysis.

It is very important to emphasize the fact that PNAF relies mainly on the use of misuse-based techniques since Compliance is the key process in which audit activities are based. This process is of course supported by additional processes such as evidence retrieval and impact analysis. Thus, since as part of the audit process it is necessary to identify any fact that does not correspond to predefined baselines, then misuse-detection is perfectly suitable to be used. Nevertheless, as it is proposed in this work, anomaly-based techniques can be applied for audit purposes as well.

## 3.5 Misuse-based features

In order to perform the audit process, a simple algorithm is defined in such a way that all pre-processed information retrieved from data aggregation is used to create meaningful context. This algorithm involves three misuse-based approaches: rules, dictionary and blacklist, meaning that different layers of correlation are used within the framework. These so-called Audit components are defined as follows:

### 3.5.1 Audit Rules

This is the general specification to identify anomalous events on network activities from audit perspective. The purpose of this specification is to define a default language that PNAF is able to understand and apply detection parameters, just like signatures are applied on misuse-based IDS. Hence, PNAF rules are defined by five main properties showed in Listing 3.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>DPM</th>
<th>DPI</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive DNS</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Passive DNS analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suricata</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>File extraction from network traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcpextract</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>File extraction from network traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TcpExtract (python)</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>File extraction from network traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaosreader</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Application layer data decoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcpflow</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>TCP sessions reassembly and HTTP decoding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Toolset used within the framework.
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ID -> Score -> Asset -> Attribute -> Flag

Listing 3.1: PNAF rules specification

- **ID**: Unique Id of the rule. It is used for internal identification purposes.
- **Score**: Defines the rule relevance for audit purposes. It is used afterwards to sort the security events according to their impact.
- **Asset**: Description of an entity part of the working environment. Examples of possible values can be single IP address, network subnet, single device explicitly identified, hostname or event. Appendix XX shows the full list of values defined within the framework.
- **Attribute**: Defines a specific attribute of the Asset defined on the rule.
- **Flag**: Defines whether specific value for the attribute is considered either as valid as part of permissive policy, or as violation as part of restrictive policy.

Listing 3.2 shows some examples of PNAF rules. Rule with \( ID = 1 \) audits that OS version on hosts within subnet 192.168.1.0/24 use a Windows based system with minimum version 7. Rule with \( ID = 2 \) audits that WebBrowser version used by hosts within subnet 192.168.2.0/24 use any software except Internet Explorer. Rule with \( ID = 3 \) checks whether host 192.168.3.10 has output flows before 18:00hrs. Finally, rule with \( ID = 4 \) audits that host 192.168.10.10 runs SSH service only on TCP port 22 and the software has to be OpenSSH. The Asset description can be defined in Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Asset</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Flag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>192.168.1.0/24</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Platform=Windows, MinimumVersion=7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>192.168.2.0/24</td>
<td>WebBrowser</td>
<td>ForbiddenBrowser=IEExplorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>192.168.3.10</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>MaxOutTime=1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>192.168.10.10</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>SshValidPort=22, SshServer=OpenSsh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 3.2: Example of PNAF rules

3.5.2 Audit Dictionary

It includes a list of predefined and well-known issues related to vulnerable versions of software used by assets. Hence, some vulnerabilities can be identified by comparing the OS, Services, WebBrowsers, etc. against such predefined dictionary. This dataset can be updated periodically such that the most recent well known vulnerable versions used within the environment can be identified. Listing 3.3 shows the dictionary specification which is comprised of five fields:

ID -> Score -> Software -> Version -> Reference

Listing 3.3: PNAF dictionary specification

- **ID**: Unique Id of the rule. It is used for internal identification purposes.
- **Score**: Describe definition relevance for audit purposes. It is used afterwards to sort the security events according to their impact.
- **Software name**: Name of software that is being described ad vulnerable.
- **Software version**: Software version described as vulnerable.
- **Reference**: Reference to related vulnerabilities advisories.
Listing 3.4 show examples of Dictionary terms. Entry with \( ID = 1 \) looks for assets that use web browser Iexplorer with versions 9,10 and 11 since they are related to vulnerability with CVE-2013-3893. Entry with \( ID = 2 \) looks for assets that use Apache 2.2 web server related to vulnerability CVE-2014-0098. Entry with \( ID = 3 \) looks for SSH Server 5.5 related to CVE-2012-5975.

Listing 3.4: Example of PNAF dictionary

\[
1 \rightarrow 1 \rightarrow \text{Iexplorer} \rightarrow 9,10,11 \rightarrow \text{CVE-2013-3893} \\
2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \text{Apache} \rightarrow 2.0.9 \rightarrow \text{CVE-2014-0098} \\
3 \rightarrow 3 \rightarrow \text{SSH-TectiaServer} \rightarrow 6.04 \rightarrow \text{CVE-2012-5975}
\]

### 3.5.3 Audit Blacklist

It is a template that defines a list of forbidden hosts, servers, services, versions, domains, etc. Listing 3.5 shows PNAF Blacklist specification which includes three fields:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Term(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Iexplorer 9,10,11 → CVE-2013-3893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apache 2.0.9 → CVE-2014-0098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSH-TectiaServer 6.04 → CVE-2012-5975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 3.5: PNAF blacklist specification

- **ID**: Unique Id of the rule. It is used for internal identification purposes.
- **Score**: Describe definition relevance for audit purposes. It is used afterwards to sort the security events according to their impact.
- **Term**: Definition of forbidden term to look during audit process.

Listing 3.6 show examples of Blacklist. Entries can be described either with a single term or multiple terms.

Listing 3.6: Example of PNAF blacklist

\[
1 \rightarrow 1 \rightarrow \text{productX} \\
2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \text{music,download} \\
3 \rightarrow 3 \rightarrow \text{snmp,community}
\]

Algorithm 1 shows the way misuse-based techniques are used in PNAF. The three baselines used as reference for security event identification should be defined and loaded. Then, the immediate process is to describe all assets involved within network traffic. Thus, based on the information of every asset (e.g. role, description, OS, UserAgent, protocol codes, etc.) a matching comparison can be done against the three references by calling the corresponding procedures `checkBlacklist`, `checkDictionary` and `checkRules`. In order to define relevance of security events, a simple scoring method is used in such a way that every single asset accumulates three scores, one per detection component. Afterwards, a summary of these scores is taken into account in order to sort security events based on relevance.

As it is presented in Algorithm 1, Asset description (DescribeAssets procedure) involves Asset enumeration, Asset profiling and Asset list. These tasks involve DPI to analyze the input dataset and retrieve specific data such as software products that are being used within the network, including operating systems, web browsers, service software, web servers, etc. Since the input dataset may not be necessarily in standard formats such as Common Log Format (RFC 1413) or User Agent format (RFC 2616), which can be parsed easily, then an additional tokenization task is included within the framework in order to retrieve the needed information in such cases.
Algorithm 1 PNAF Misuse-based

1: MisuseAudit();
2: Sort Assets by score
3: End
4: procedure MisuseAudit
5: Load PNAF Blacklist
6: Load PNAF Dictionary
7: Load PNAF Rules
8: describeAssets()
9: auditAssets()
10: for every Asset do
11: if asset score > threshold then
12: trigger Alert on asset
13: return
14: procedure AuditAssets(Assets)
15: for every Asset do
16: checkBlacklist(Asset)
17: checkDictionary(Asset)
18: checkRules(Asset)
19: return
20: procedure describeAssets
21: perform Assets Enumeration
22: perform Assets Profiling
23: create Assets List
24: procedure checkBlacklist(Asset)
25: for every Asset Attribute do
26: if attribute matches BlacklistItem then
27: AssetBLscore = AssetBLscore + BlacklistItemScore
28: return
29: procedure checkDictionary(Asset)
30: for every Asset Attribute do
31: if attribute matches DictionaryItem then
32: assetDCscore = assetDCscore + DictionaryItemScore
33: return
34: procedure checkRules(Asset)
35: for every Asset Attribute do
36: if attribute matches rule then
37: AssetPR:score = AssetBLscore + RuleScore
38: return

A tokenizer is used to extract all terms (i.e. tokens) within strings with unknown formats. Therefore, in the context of PNAF, a token is an alpha-numeric string that is extracted from a string and that provides special meaning (e.g. software product name or version). It not only filters the tokens, but also takes potential meaningful strings that can be used to create a duple str1-str2 where str is a string that might describe either a product name (e.g. web server name such as “Apache” or “IIS”) or a product version (e.g. mixed version specification including major version, minor version, etc. such as “2.2.1”, “1.5”, etc). Thus, arbitrary strings are not taken into account to produce the final token that will be passed as Asset attribute. Algorithm 2 shows how the tokenizer works in PNAF. Important aspects are the way actual meaningful tokens are extracted using special delimiters (i.e. \(/=/>+\??\%\[]\) , as well as all possible combinations of both alpha and alpha-numeric strings. Thus, the actual output of the tokenization process is a list of tokens that represent values that will be compared against PNAF misused-based dictionaries.

Algorithm 2 PNAF Tokenization process

1: for every string containing asset attributes do
2: getAuditTokens(string)
3: End
4: procedure getAuditTokens(String)
5: Load delimiters
6: tokenize(String, delimiters)
7: if tokenizer outputs alpha, numeric and alphanumeric tokens then
8: for every alpha token do
9: for every alphanumeric token do
10: create a duple (alphaToken-alphanumericToken)
11: for every numeric token do
12: create a duple (alphaToken-numericToken)
13: return list of duples
3.6 Anomaly-based features

The reason to use an anomaly-based algorithm is that an audit trail can describe the normal behaviour and characteristics of single assets over the time, thus, by analyzing sequences it might be possible to identify changes on this behaviour that otherwise would not be detected unless new definitions on rules, dictionary and blacklist were added. For instance, the fact that an asset has a lot of connections to usual hosts and after some time this behaviour changes, (due to malware infection for example), then connections targets may not be as usual even though they are not marked on the blacklists neither as policy violations. Nevertheless, it might be an indication of potential anomalous change. Another example would be the case of an asset that has been identified to be a web server running specific software, then it changes its software version which is not necessarily listed as vulnerable in dictionaries.

It is possible to use different anomaly-based approaches such as statistical-based, knowledge-based, machine learning, etc, taking audit trails as input data. Thus, in order to show the feasibility of using this kind of approaches, this section describes a method that involves data mining and that takes features from statistical-based and knowledge-based models. It is intended to provide anomaly detection within PNA context.

Guojun Mao et al. [54] propose an intrusion detection model through the analysis of short sequences. Two algorithms are proposed: Frequency Patterns (FP) and Tree Patterns (TP). Despite the fact that the original idea in [54] is intended to be applied to the analysis of sequences of OS systems calls this concept is a quite feasible to be mapped into PNA context. Thus, in PNAF, the so-called “Audit sequence” is comprised by a set of elements that are in fact audit trails that describes attributes of assets over the time. The use of this anomaly-based technique implies the need of a trainer dataset that is supposed to describe normal behaviour of assets involved on the network traffic.

3.6.1 Short sequences analysis

As it is presented by Guojun Mao et al. [54], this anomaly detection model is based on the concept of short sequences. Here, system calls that belong to a system process are transformed into a long sequence where each element represents a single system call. In order to get short sequences, a sliding window of size $k$ is used in such a way that subsets of sequences of $k$ elements are retrieved by shifting the window from the first element to the $n$-th element of the long sequence. In order to understand further definitions within PNA context, original definitions from [54] are summarized below:

**Definition 1** (Process trace). Given a process $p$, a $p$’s trace $t$ is a sequence of system calls conducted by $p$ from the beginning to the end of the process, denoted by $t = \langle c_1, c_2, ..., c_L \rangle$.

**Definition 2** (A short sequence). Given the size of a sliding window $K$ and a process trace $t = \langle c_1, c_2, ..., c_L \rangle$, if $L > K$, the set of short sequences of $t$ is created through sliding windows, which means $t$ is transformed into a set of short sequences $(s_j)_{L-K+1}$ where $s_j = \langle c_j, c_{j+1}, ..., c_{j+K-1} \rangle$ is a short sequence with length $K (j = 1, 2, ..., L - K + 1)$.

Such definitions can be mapped into the PNA context. To this end, audit trails can be used to describe sequences. Thus within PNA context it is possible to define the following concepts:

**Definition 4** (Audit trail) Set of data describing a single asset. This data may refer to different contexts (e.g. audit trail of web servers used by certain asset over the time).
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**Definition 3** (PNA sequence). Given an audit trail \( s \), a \( s \)'s trace \( t \) is a sequence of Assets attributes contained within \( s \) from the beginning to the end of the audit trail, denoted by \( t = < h_1, h_2, ..., h_L > \), where \( L \) is the number of assets attributes extracted from \( s \).

**Definition 4** (PNA short sequence) Given the size of a sliding window \( K \) and a PNA trace \( t = < h_1, h_2, ..., h_n > \), if \( L > K \), the set of short sequences of \( t \) is created through sliding windows, which means \( t \) is transformed into a set of short sequences \( (h_j)_{L-K} \) where \( s_j = < h_j, h_{j+1}, ..., h_{j+K-1} > \) is a short sequence with length \( K(j = 1, 2, ..., L-K-1) \).

Figure 3.6a shows an example of the concept using “sc” (system calls) as elements. Figure 3.6b shows a mapping example using **Audit Attributes** with a window size \( k=3 \).

![Figure 3.6: Short sequence concept and PNA mapping example](image-url)

The original detection model proposed in [54] defines two algorithms: **Frequency Patterns (FP)** and **Tree Patterns (TP)**. These algorithms are based on different detection methods, however both are intended to detect anomalies by analyzing short sequences. FP is based on a simple and general frequency analysis, whereas TP is based on the definition of a forest comprised by a set of trees of depth equals to the size of the window \( k \), containing all the possible short sequences within the trace \( t \) of each process.

Moreover, the whole anomaly detection is based on a **trainer-detector** model. For both algorithms FP and TP, a base **Trainer dataset** (which is supposed to be comprised only by normal or valid sequences) is generated to execute a **Detector** algorithm that can be used in order to identify possible anomalies within unproven short sequences. Furthermore, a threshold value is used to specify the boundary of normal patterns.

### 3.6.2 Frequency Pattern

This detection method is based on frequency analysis. Taking into account the **Definition 4** of **Frequent System Call** presented in [54], the corresponding mapping into PNA context is as follows:

**Definition 5** (Frequent asset attribute) Let the number of the audit trails be \( M \), the size of sliding window \( K \), and the user-specified threshold called **minimum support** (percentage) be \( \delta \). An asset attribute \( e \) is called a frequent asset attribute in the \( l \)th position \( (l = 1, 2, ..., K) \) related to the \( i \)th audit trail \( (i = 1, 2, ..., M) \) if the ratio of the times that \( e \) occurs in the \( l \)th position \( (l = 1, 2, ..., K) \) related to the \( i \)th audit trail is not less than \( \delta \).
Definition 6  (Frequent pattern) Given a set of short sequences \((s_{ij})_{MXN}\) and the size of sliding window \(K\), we can get frequent patterns, denoted by \((f_{il})_{MXN}\), such that each frequent pattern \(f_{il}\) is the collection of frequent asset attributes in the \(l\)th position related to the \(i\)th audit trail.

In summary, Frequency analysis need to generate a Trainer dataset by retrieving the Frequent asset attributes within the threshold and then check the unproven sequence by looking for short sequences that contain elements that are not present within the Trainer dataset.

3.6.3 Tree Pattern

The second approach, based on the use of Trees of depth \(K\), is proposed as well in [54]. This scheme describes every single short sequence as a path within the Tree’s structure. In fact, the whole structure may include a set of Trees or Forest. In addition, a Matching Value (MV) is used as a threshold, such that positive detection might be triggered taking into account the size of the sliding window \(K\) as well as the MV.

Taking as a basis both Definition 7 (Tree Pattern) as well as Definition 8 (Matching Value) proposed in [54], the corresponding mapping into PNA context defines the following concepts:

Definition 7  (Audit Tree Pattern). Given a training dataset of short sequences \((s_{ij})_{MXN}\) and the size of sliding window \(K\), the tree patterns for anomaly detection trained from \((s_{ij})_{MXN}\), denoted as \((t_{il})_{MXV}\), are a set of trees, each of which \(t_{il}\) presents the \(l\)th tree in a forest related to audit trail \(st_i\). Thus, every path of \(t_{il}\) from the root to a leaf constitutes a short sequence in \((s_{ij})_{MXN}\).

Definition 8  (Matching Value). Given a tree pattern base \((t_{il})_{MXV}\), and a user-specified matching parameter \(w\) \((w < 1)\), for a testing short sequence \(s = < h_1, h_2, ..., h_K >\) (where \(K\) is the size of sliding window) related to an audit trail \(st_i\), a matching degree needs to be evaluated between \(s\) and \((t_{il})_{V}\) that is the forest related to \(st_i\) in \((t_{il})_{MXV}\). The computing formula is as follows:

\[
MV(s, (t_{il})_{V}) = w + w^2 + ... + w^L,\]

where \(L\) is the length of the longest sub-sequence of \(s\) that matches tree patterns \((t_{il})_{V}\).

There are some considerations to use this approach. On the one hand, with Frequency Pattern approach, an anomalous sequence should happen several times in order to be identified as frequent pattern and to be marked within the threshold. Therefore, unusual sequences that happen only once or a few times, might not be detected considering a high threshold, whereas using a low threshold the number of false positives may increase significantly turning this approach into unsuitable detection method for PNAF despite the fact that it is a very simple algorithm with computational efficiency.

On the other hand, Tree Pattern algorithm is a more complex technique which is able to characterize every single sequence within the network traffic. In this case, the amount of times that anomalous events happen is independent from the detection result. It just analyzes how the sequences themselves are defined. Hence, PNAF uses Tree Pattern algorithm and the corresponding algorithms are presented in Figure 3.7

Given the aforementioned mapping definitions, PNA sequences are defined according to asset attributes. The initial scope of PNAF includes only definitions showed in Table 3.2, nevertheless additional attributes may be used to describe different patterns. Thus, In order to create sequences, different fields are concatenated in such a way that a single sequence is a string of the form asset-attribute-value that depending on the kind of anomaly is intended to identify, different attributes are used.

Some modifications to the original algorithm have been performed. First, the original Tree Pattern algorithm uses \(\epsilon\) as additional dynamic user-defined parameter, together with the sliding
window size $K$. Since every single sequence is contained on the tree structure, and a single matching evaluation between unproven and trainer dataset is done by the algorithm itself, then depth ($i = 1, 2, ..., K$) of a partial short sequence that is contained within the trainer, actually represents the actual matching degree. For instance, taking the short sequence $<a, b, c, d>$, if sub-sequence $<a, b, c>$ is contained on the trainer but the whole $<a, b, c, d>$ is not, then the actual matching degree is $i = 3$ so that it matches in the 75% of the elements and therefore the Matching value $[<(t_i)_V> = w + w^2 + ... + w^K]$ defined on the Tree pattern algorithm can be calculated with $i = 3$. Thus, the actual implementation defines the threshold $\epsilon = K$.

Furthermore, in order to decrease the false positive rate, the sequences with elements that are not part of the trainer dataset are discarded in such a way that only sequences comprised by trained elements are evaluated by the algorithm. In this regard, a support argument to take untrained elements out of the detection model is due to the fact that anomalies using unknown attributes can be detected in a simpler ways by using other detection models (e.g. signature based, whitelisting, etc). Thus, detection is focused on misbehavior related to known attributes. The actual output of this algorithms is a list of anomalous sequences that afterwards can be correlated to asset security events.

### 3.7 Functional model definition

This section describes a summary of the general workflow of PNAF in which different types of data are processed to produce the final output of the framework (i.e. a report with information of security events). In fact, the functional model depicted in Figure 3.8 represents an overview of all workflows (full context) performed within sequence diagrams presented in Section 3.3 (Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5). The three main modules DCM, DPM and DVM perform Data collection, data processing and data visualization processes respectively, and details of information workflow are described in next subsections.

#### 3.7.1 Data collection

PNAF performs Data collection in two main modes: online (i.e. real-time network traffic) and offline (i.e. network traffic capture). Then, taking Figure 3.8 as reference, when online analysis is
needed, PNAF uses a scheduler that manages the execution of the toolset over the input traffic in such a way that initial raw dataset (i.e. logs, alerts, payloads) can feed DPM. Otherwise, in offline mode, a single traffic capture is passed to the toolset to produce the corresponding initial raw dataset. The toolset is comprised by the selection of technologies (described in Table 3.1) and it is controlled by a set of parameters (signatures, policies, filters) that define the actual data produced by every single tool. At this point, the initial raw dataset contains unprocessed information that, even though it provides meaningful information by itself (e.g. IDS alerts, list of domains, etc), from PNA perspective it does not provide a meaningful interpretation yet, since it needs to be audited (i.e. check compliance, perform data correlation).

3.7.2 Data processing

DPM receives initial raw dataset as input in such a way that pre-processing engines (i.e. Network Profiling & Enumeration Engine, Intrusion Detection System Engine, Deep Packet Inspection Engine, Network Flow Analysis Engine) take the corresponding raw logs in order to decode and parse them to extract the intermediate dataset. This dataset contains meaningful information that is classified based on Assets point of view, thus, a summary of description of the whole environment...
can be described at this point. In fact, the kind of information that is retrieved is similar that SIEM would receive as input, nevertheless it is not the same context in terms of classification and sorting. For instance, unlike SIEM, (where logs are generated by external tools providing all information of activity such as IDS alerts, Webserver logs, etc.) intermediate dataset is comprised by two main subsets focused on assets:

1. Summary subset: It contains the summary of every single attribute found by pre-processing engines. Its purpose is to show the general picture of environment’s attributes.

2. Tracking subset: It contains the set of attributes of every single asset found by pre-processing engines, hence further tracking investigations (i.e. audits) can be performed in a simple way.

Once intermediate dataset is generated, it is ready for post-processing, hence it is passed to Intermediate Data Correlation Engine to perform data correlation. In order to do so, the so-called PNAF audit data structure is used in such a way that attributes of similar data sources can be described as part of a single Asset. Such data structure is depicted in figure 3.9.

![Figure 3.9: PNAF audit data structure used for intermediate data correlation](image)

When data correlation is done, information is sent to Network Security Audit Engine to perform the core audit process, taking into account the four Audit components (Blacklist, Dictionary, Rules and Anomaly) described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. As a result, additional attributes are added to this data structure such that correlated data is complemented with audit flags that indicate Compliance findings for every single Asset.

### 3.7.3 Data Visualization

The final stage of PNAF workflow is the visualization output. Its purpose is to present the findings of the whole audit process. In order to do so, PNAF audit data structure is used to feed external visualization tools. The scope of the very first version of the framework includes only a simple visualization through web interface using standard JSON formats. This is done to facilitate the integration with tools such as Kibana[23], Splunk[78], etc, as well as other suites focused on visualization of security events such as the ones included in Davix [64] distribution.

### 3.8 Remarks

In regards with framework’s features related to the research question, this section summarizes and present some remarks about the proposed design:

- **Streamlined process**: The whole process is simplified in general terms. It has a modular design which performs serialized tasks in order to collect, process and produce information through a simple workflow. Thus, this suggest the fact that an auditor may be able to perform security audits over network traffic in a straightforward way.

- **Effectiveness**: An effective way to perform security audits is implied by the fact that a selection of specific-purpose tools are intended to be used within the framework. This not only means that only required specific information is processed, but also that such processes
are performed by different engines that are specifically designed to execute specific pre-
processing, post-processing, audit and visualization tasks.

- **Flexibility**: The modular design for the framework provides flexibility to add further capa-
bilities. This can be done either by adding additional modules within the pre-processing
phase, or by improving existing modules by adding additional *parsers*. The current design
mainly suggest *parsers* for some application layer protocols (i.e. HTTP and DNS) and spe-
cific information from protocols of lower layers such as Internet Protocol (IP), TCP and User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) for flow analysis. Nevertheless, for instance, if DPI module needs
to extract specific information for a new protocol, then a new *parser* can be attached, which
can handle datasets that meet specific formats supported by the framework itself (e.g. CSV,
JSON). In fact, it is important to emphasize the fact that additional capabilities depends on
two different aspects: On the one hand, the external tool that is used to retrieve datasets.
On the other hand, the kind of information that need to be parsed.

Thus, the aforementioned features are intended to provide ease for practical implementations.
In order to find whether this can be done in a feasible way, next Chapter will address a practical
implementation which will be analyzed and validated.
Chapter 4

Implementation and Validation

4.1 Overview

This Chapter describes the implementation and validation of the proposed framework. In order to identify the strengths and the weaknesses of the aforementioned framework’s design, a set of tests were performed in such a way that findings can provide evidence to argue whether the intended goals are achieved and to what extent. Moreover, findings are intended to provide support arguments in order to answer the research questions.

4.2 System overview

PNAF implementation has been written in Perl programming language [63] and it has been designed as a functional programming scheme. Moreover, since one of the purposes of the framework is to provide processing flexibility (through an API), then PNAF modules (Figure 3.8) were implemented as their corresponding Perl modules, which are independent piece of code that can be correlated and integrated as part of the whole functional model. PNAF has been implemented in Perl programming language due to the following reasons:

- **Easily extensible**: Allows to provide reusable, independent and extensible code that can be used for specific tasks in PNAF.
- **Powerful regular expressions engine**: Since many parsing processes are involved in PNAF, Perl provides powerful capabilities to use regular expressions in order to parse and filter data, taking into account aspects such as performance and flexibility.
- **Text manipulation**: Since DPI is involved in PNAF, a big amount of text data need to be manipulated. Thus, flexible integration of libraries part of the public Perl API, Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN) [17], can be done to facilitate data extraction tasks.

4.3 Case Study

In order to evaluate the Framework’s implementation, a case study has been performed. The running environment includes network traffic samples recorded from a large network environment. This input dataset contains all activities performed within the network traffic. Thus, it is intended to achieve PNA goals taking into account how information is retrieved in order to evaluate whether in a real-world example, PNAF design is indeed suitable to be used as PNA technology. This will provide support arguments to identify possible weaknesses and strengths that may answer research questions as well.
4.3.1 Proof of concept setup

The setup for the Case Study is comprised by the following components. Table 4.1 shows both, physical (server) and logical components (host software) that were used to run the experimental test. Moreover, Table 4.2 presents the input dataset for the experiment that includes a set of network traffic samples (capture files) of different sizes. The purpose of having such an input dataset is to test the behavior, performance and actual output of PNAF, taking into account criteria such as number of packets, type of traffic, protocols, etc. In fact, this set of input samples is comprised by a set of chunks of captures extracted from the biggest sample (i.e. Capture 10). Furthermore, Table 4.3 presents the components that define audit baselines used to compare against audit trails extracted from network traffic (e.g. IDS alerts, Flows, Software, Domains, URLs, etc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Framework execution</td>
<td>Dell Inc. PowerEdge R510: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 2.40GHz (16 cores), 32Gb RAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>Manage and host the whole running environment</td>
<td>Gentoo Linux x86_64 hardened/linux/amd64/no-multilib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl environment</td>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>Provide the programming language for practical implementation</td>
<td>Perl 5, version 12, subversion 4 (v5.12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNAF</td>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>Framework implementation</td>
<td>PNAF v 0.1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Case Study. Logical and physical infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Sample</th>
<th>Size (Mb)</th>
<th>Millions of packets</th>
<th>Duration (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capture 1</td>
<td>3,303.06</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,135.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 2</td>
<td>6,306.58</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2,521.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 3</td>
<td>9,155.64</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4,506.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 4</td>
<td>11,665.39</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8,275.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 5</td>
<td>14,110.29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10,870.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 6</td>
<td>16,527.02</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11,227.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 7</td>
<td>18,919.26</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>14,721.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 8</td>
<td>21,966.28</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17,450.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 9</td>
<td>24,594.71</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>19,684.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 10</td>
<td>26,988.89</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>24,301.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Case Study. Input datasets (sample captures) characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audit component</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNAF Blacklist 1 (IP Reputation)</td>
<td>Reputation database [83] of blacklisted IP addresses, scored according with the type of threat (category).</td>
<td>Scored blacklisted IP addresses: 928,965. Number of categories: 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNAF Blacklist 2 (Domain Reputation)</td>
<td>Reputation database [83] of blacklisted domains, scored according with the type of threat (category).</td>
<td>Scored blacklisted domains: 14,294. Number of categories: 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNAF Rules</td>
<td>Rules to define audit policies to check compliance.</td>
<td>Number of rules: 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Case Study. Audit components
Table 4.4 shows tools distribution and their corresponding versions. In the case of IDS, it shows the number of rules that were used to detect intrusions alerts as audit trails. It has to be noted that IDS signatures were taken from Snort VRT[70] and Emerging Threats [82] rulesets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Additional description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>argus</td>
<td>3.0.6</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bro</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cxtracker</td>
<td>github_52318e604d5</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>http2y</td>
<td>github_2dc477f96a</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfttracker</td>
<td>github_c9a920c324</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0f</td>
<td>3.06b</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passivedns</td>
<td>github_f68f48a3c0</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prads</td>
<td>github_3c751c869e</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snort/OpenAppId</td>
<td>2.9.7.0/2014-05-30.203-0</td>
<td>Number of detectors: 2,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snort IDS</td>
<td>2.9.6.1</td>
<td>Number of signatures: 21,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssldump</td>
<td>0.9b3</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suricata</td>
<td>2.0.2</td>
<td>Number of signatures: 36,354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcpdstat</td>
<td>github_be45d28da</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcpflow</td>
<td>1.3/1.4.4</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcpextract</td>
<td>1.0.1</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Case Study. Network analysis tools

Finally, Table 4.5 shows how datasets were defined to perform anomaly detection over audit trails. Around 20% of the total number of audit trails was taken for the Trainer dataset, which is assumed to contain only normal trails in such a way that, according the simple algorithm presented in Section 3.6, certain behaviors might be identified. Unproven dataset contains audit trails to evaluate. For the same dataset, value of K was variable (i.e. $k = \epsilon = 3$, $k = \epsilon = 6$ and $k = \epsilon = 9$) to check possible differences on the output since bigger $k$ might include longer descriptions paths (treepatterns) of anomalous events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Trainer (audit trails)</th>
<th>Unproven (audit trails)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change on connections targets</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1,047,433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change on software</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>10,394</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Case Study. anomaly detection dataset

### 4.3.2 Findings

#### Overview

Table 4.6 describes some details about specific features that were evaluated on the current implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period of analysis</td>
<td>PNAF provided flexibility to specify and report a fixed period of time for the auditing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talkers interaction</td>
<td>PNAF provided information about the type of interaction (i.e. flow direction) between talkers within the network. Such an interaction was defined by classifying assets according with the environment they belong to. This means that assets are grouped either within Internal or External networks. Thus possible interactions can be Internal-Internal, Internal-External, External-Internal and External-External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Bandwidth Stats</td>
<td>PNAF provided information about Bandwidth usage, generating accurate stats due to data correlation and the use of multiple tools (e.g argus, tcpdstat, capinfos).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

| **Assets distribution - (Bandwidth)** | PNAF provided information about Assets distribution classifying by Bandwidth, number of packets, Flow counters, percentage of usage and role identification. This information is assumed to be accurate due to data correlation and the use of multiple tools (argus, tcpdstat, capinfos) that output similar results. |
| **Assets IP sharing behaviour** | PNAF provided information about assets that were identified to be either a proxy server or possible NAT gateways with IP sharing. This was detected by using datasets of tools such as p0f and prads and some suricata rules. These tools looked for patterns in which, for instance, a certain IP address had different attributes over the time (e.g. MTU, Window, OS) which meant that potentially other IP addresses were behind of such IP. |
| **Network Link type distribution** | PNAF provided information about the type of network links based on datasets generated by different tools (e.g. p0f, prads). |
| **Protocol distribution (Bandwidth)** | PNAF provided accurate information of Protocol distribution classifying by Bandwidth, number of packets, flows counters and percentage of usage. This information is assumed to be accurate due to data correlation and the use of multiple tools datasets (e.g. argus, tcpdstat) with same resulting values. |
| **Data correlation** | PNAF used data correlation from multiple datasets, which could filter similar information. |
| **Events classification** | PNAF took advantages of IDS and DPI engines such as Suricata and Bro. Thus, event classification was based on the internal classification that these tools perform and it provided a picture of network activities related to anomalous or malicious patterns (misused-based). |
| **Events tracking** | PNAF took events datasets generated by IDS and DPI engines to process and classify event information. This allowed to track events information in depth, including data of all network layers of TCP/IP model. |
| **DPI over HTTP** | PNAF DPI engines provided information about application data from HTTP communications such as URL’s, User Agents, Methods, protocols, status codes and response phrases. |
| **DPI over TLS** | PNAF DPI engines provided information about unencrypted application data from TLS communications such as certificates and fingerprints. |
| **DPI over DNS** | PNAF DPI engines provide information about application data from DNS communications such as Domains, TTL, query types, etc. In the case of Domains, PNAF not only presented domains distribution, but also it performed post-processing tasks in order to use such a dataset for audit purposes (i.e. Domain reputation auditing with PNAF Dictionary). This information provided a meaningful context and turned domain information into a more useful dataset. |
| **Software - Operating System distribution** | Deeper inspection in PNAF due to data correlation. |
| **Software - Platform distribution** | PNAF provided a classification of software platforms (e.g. UNIX family, Windows, Apple, etc.) based on OS distribution. This provided a picture of environments used within the network. |
| **Software - Services distribution** | PNAF provided information about OS distribution extracted from generated generated by updated versions of tools (e.g. prads, p0f, suricata, bro) which used more and improved signatures for OS detection. |
| **Software - Product versions identification** | PNAF presented accurate information on parsing tasks, as well as flexible data extraction from unknown data formats, due to its tokenization process (explained in Chapter 3). |
| **Audit - Assets with vulnerable software** | This feature was one of the most useful capabilities of PNAF since it not only represent one of the core ideas behind auditing and its relationship with security compliance, but also because it turned manual audit into an automated process based only on passive analysis. As an actual output, PNAF produced a list of assets that were identified as vulnerable point within the network infrastructure since they were using vulnerable versions, based on the trusted database [60] published by NIST. The scoring process defined by this database allowed to sort assets according with the risk they represent. |
| **Audit - Assets with anomalous activity (IP reputation)** | As part of auditing process, PNAF provided a list of assets that were found targeting IP’s marked with bad reputation based on a trusted database [83]. This identification was also done when the asset themselves were blacklisted. The scoring allowed to sort the assets based on the risk they represent. |
| **Audit - Assets with anomalous activity (Domain reputation)** | As part of auditing process, PNAF provided a list of assets that were found targeting Domains marked with bad reputation based on a trusted database [83]. The scoring allowed to sort the assets based on the risk they represent. |
CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

Audit - Assets with anomalous activity (Policies)

PNAF provided information about policy violations based on PNAF rules as baseline and data correlation dataset as input. Since this feature is intended to define specific policies for specific environments, then unlike Dictionary and Blacklist audit engines, this input is not a standard baseline but rather specific list of policies defining expected behaviors. The actual output showed list of assets violating any of defined policies.

Audit - Assets with anomalous activity (IDS events)

Despite the fact that IDS datasets were used for data correlation (used for post-processing tasks), IDS events were also presented in a separate classification to present the list of assets that triggered security alerts.

Audit - Assets with anomalous activity (mining)

PNAF can perform anomaly detection for certain behaviors, however it was very limited. Audit trails contained on trainer dataset were not enough. Even though about 20% of the total number of audit trails was considered, features extraction were not proportional. This means that the actual output of such algorithm depends not only on the size of its trainer, but also on the distribution of the number of assets that are actually described on it. Thus, anomaly detection turned out to be inaccurate unless a better trainer dataset is used (i.e. more assets are described as well as more number of audit trails for every of them).

Table 4.6: Case study. PNAF features evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Since the research question involves effectiveness as one of the features of the framework, then performance needs to be evaluated in order to find whether a practical implementation is feasible using the proposed design. Thus, different tests were performed using a sample dataset comprised by ten captures of variable sizes. The reason to use multiple files of different sizes was to try to find out the behaviour of the Framework, analyzing relatively small and large files. As it was explained before, the biggest file is actually the original dataset, whereas the other nine (i.e. captures 1 to 9) are aggregated chunks of the biggest one containing the \( n \) first millions of packets. Moreover, for every test there were two different schemes:

1. **Parallel execution**: PNAF was executed at the same time over every single file, using the same configuration (described on “Proof of concept setup” section).

2. **Single execution**: PNAF was executed as a queue of files, thus every single sample capture was analyzed as a unique task on the system, meaning that no additional tasks were executed on the server during this execution time. PNAF configuration was the same for all the captures as well (described on Proof of concept setup section).

Figure 4.1 shows the execution times for every single capture in both schemes Parallel and Single execution. It has to be noted that, taking into consideration PNAF functional model (Figure 3.8), full execution includes tasks of DCM (i.e. initial raw dataset from toolset execution), DPM (i.e. intermediate dataset and post-processing) and DVM (i.e. audit reporting). This test showed that, when multiple files need to be analyzed, Parallel execution takes more time per single file (in average a 50% more time). Nevertheless, it finished the processing of all capture files within a time equivalent to the one of the biggest file (i.e. 60 millions of packets [24Gb of traffic] in around 5.45 hours), whereas single execution took the sum of all sequential executions (i.e. around 18.74 hours).

Moreover, it has to be emphasized the fact that behaviour of execution time was also different in both schemes. On the one hand, in Parallel execution, time increment was not directly proportional to the size of the file, but it was below a linear behaviour. On the other hand, Single execution presented a linear trend, slightly below the actual linear reference. These behaviours are presented in Figure 4.2.
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PNAF performs different kind of tasks that were independent from each other (nevertheless linked by their input/output datasets according to PNAF functional model). Hence, during the experiment all specific execution times were recorded in order to find possible issues and to define criteria for improvements. Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of execution times between Instance-only and Full execution processing modes. Instance-only processing does not include external toolset execution times, but it includes only PNAF components execution according PNAF functional model (Figure 3.8). Thus, it takes into account DCM (i.e. scheduler, parameters loading), DPM (i.e intermediate dataset generation and post-processing) and DVM (i.e. audit reporting) tasks. This basically measures the processing time when initial dataset is already generated, so it is just read as intermediate input dataset.

This test showed that execution of a PNAF instance itself is significantly faster. In fact, on average it took only 29.67% of the whole execution time in single mode, whereas in parallel it took only 15%. This meant that performance issues were not directly related with actual PNAF tasks themselves, but with the way how initial datasets (i.e. toolset raw logs) are generated by external tools. Figure 4.4 shows relative percentage of time from the whole execution that DPM and DVM take to process all datasets produced by the external toolset (e.g. Snort, Argus, Suricata, Prads, Bro, etc) and to generate the actual output.
Figure 4.3: Execution times of PNAF. Full and Instance-only execution comparison

Figure 4.4: Percentage of the whole execution time that PNAF tasks take to process data.

Figure 4.5 shows executions times, emphasizing the ones of core auditing processes (post-processing), in which the actual verification and finding of potential anomalies within the network are identified. This graph also shows the difference of times when specific PNAF parameters for the auditing assets are defined (e.g. homenet of assets to audit). This actually found that PNAF parameters for filtering do not affect significantly the performance, since in general terms, execution times were just slightly higher.

Figure 4.5: Execution times of DPM tasks
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Accuracy

Validation of an audit process implies that not only baselines (e.g., trusted sources such as NVD [60]) were known to perform a comparison process based on all information gathered from the raw traffic, but also the fact that previous knowledge about the network was known (e.g., assets subnets, roles, services, etc). This means that, in order to evaluate whether the actual output of the framework is indeed accurate, then previous knowledge about the network was taken into account in order to analyze whether PNAF actual output contained accurate features and issues according to the baselines that PNAF was set to use and the goals that PNAF was intended to achieve.

However, it has to be emphasized the fact that, unlike manual auditing processes, in which security compliance verification can be performed within the full environment to gather real evidence about security events, PNAF auditing process only gathers relative evidence from its single input dataset. Hence, there are some assumptions to be considered as part of the validation process:

• All baselines used to perform audit comparisons (i.e. NVD, IP and Domain reputation) were considered as trusted base. This assumption was supported by the fact that they all are based on extensive filtering, reputation score and previous knowledge as is explained in their sources [60], [83].

• All information interpreted by PNAF that describes to assets themselves (and not security events), represents valid evidence since in PNA context, the single input dataset does not contain actual logs, but only network activity used to create equivalent logs. This does not mean validation assumes that actual PNAF output was always accurate, but rather PNAF datasets were considered untrusted (i.e. potential false positives triggering) when assets information was identified from data with unknown or non-standard formats (e.g. datasets different from Common Log Format [RFC 1413] or User Agent format [RFC 2616]). In this sense, three main classification were defined: (1) Trusted: Data meets standard formats, (2) Untrusted: completely unstructured formats and (3) Partially trusted: format is partially standard.

• From the Passive point of view, there is no direct way to perform an actual full validation of findings of the framework, since it would imply to check every single asset found within the network. Even for small environments, hundreds of single assets should be verified either manually or in an automated way, which is also out of the PNA scope since it would involve active tasks (e.g., interaction with assets, queries, software verification, additional traffic, etc), as well as time consuming and even unfeasible or inconvenient tasks.

Thus, taking into account the aforementioned assumptions, false positives might be triggered either during log generation (by external toolset) and the tokenization process (processing unknown formats). Nevertheless, since the tokenization process involves generation of all possible combinations of unknown strings (under basic criteria defined on Algorithm 2), then straight forward fixes, based on whitelisting, could be defined to improve the accuracy for this well known issue. This will be explained in the last Chapter (Further Work). Table shows a general evaluation of the actual PNAF output, describing the number of trusted, untrusted and false positives context. A summary about these consideration and its relationship with the PNA context in general will be tackled in the last Chapter as well (Discussion section).
4.4 Discussion

Experiments showed that PNAF was able to analyze data in a passive way with good results, however different kind of issues and considerations were identified in order to deploy such a PNA technology. It has to be mentioned that, in fact, some of them are related with PNAF design itself, whereas others are involved with the practical implementation. In summary, aspects to take into account are:

1. **Reliability**: Unlike similar technologies such as SIEM, PNA has no actual information generated as trusted data sources (i.e. actual raw logs from tools), but rather the fact that they have to be generated from raw network traffic (e.g. through DPI), means that reliability is not the same. This actually implies additional tasks and intermediate validation processes (e.g. tokenization and terms whitelisting) that would allow to produce more reliable data. Thus, it has to be emphasized that one of the core assumptions of PNA, as actual passive technology with single input data, is to have reliable data in regards with network profiling and enumeration (that would be used to identify security issues). This data is then
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interpreted and validated to some extent using baselines (e.g. standard formats, nature of signatures, etc).

2. Accuracy: In order to measure the accuracy of a PNA system, different aspects should be taken into account. False positives can be categorized according the stage they might be triggered on (i.e. intermediate dataset or post-processing). On the one hand, all initial security datasets (e.g. IDS alerts, weird patterns, etc) involve certain level of uncertainty about whether all triggered events indeed belong to anomalous or even malicious activities. This is due to the fact that PNA depends partially on how external tools are fed with specific detection parameters (e.g. VRT rules, community rules, unreliable OS identification signatures, etc), then it represents an additional layer to be validated and controlled to avoid false positives on intermediate input data. On the other hand, post-processing stage might trigger false positives due to unreliable initial datasets either from previous false positives or from Untrusted data that is handled during this post-processing stage (i.e. generating tokenizer false positives).

3. Performance: Since PNA technology involves different tasks to capture, decode, filter, compare and produce actual security interpretations, then a set of performance issues has to be tackled to deploy an effective analysis technology (i.e feasible to be used within network environments regardless their size). First, the actual performance problem is mostly related with the way how initial datasets are produced (i.e. raw data logs from external toolset). For instance, with big sample captures, network traffic needs to be read multiple times depending the number of external tools are used within the framework. In addition, reading may take more or less time depending on the tool.

Moreover, another big problem is the amount of input/output operations performed within the system (in which hard-disk read/write operations are more expensive than CPU/Memory transactions). In fact, the reason why during experiments all parallel schemes presented unstable behaviours in execution times, was due to the fact that expensive read/write operations were performed at the same time, decreasing considerably the efficiency of log generation. Whereas CPU/Memory task were not affected since the system had multiple cores (16 single cores) and relatively big amount of RAM (32Gb), so that it was possible to handle single tasks per core. Nevertheless, even in machines with much less resources, efficiency would be still better as soon they have multiple cores (the more cores the better). Thus, in order to solve performance issues, a set of proposal are tackled in next Section (Further Work).

4. Feasibility: One the one hand, for small environments, capabilities such as the ones proposed on the current implementation of PNAF are quite useful to deploy a fully automated audit system. In fact, even taking into account relatively low performance in case of limitations on processing resources, the information that PNAF would provide represent a useful dataset about security events within the network environment. On the other hand, in order to turn the framework to be feasible to use in production systems with huge amount of traffic, the main problem to solve is the performance issue, since in general terms, the picture about security auditing is useful even for decision making processes, however, PNA can be combined with NSM and SIEM systems.

5. Additional features: Experiments found that anomaly detection approaches on PNA depends on the kind of patterns that are intended to be identified, as well as how meaningful trainer datasets are defined (regardless their size). In this regard, PNA processes normally are not intended to use formal trainer datasets unless an additional and independent process is done. For instance, some security technologies such as IPS, provide optional features such as learning capability (i.e. process in which traffic is recorded to identify patterns), that is intended to create profiles and trainer sets to improve the accuracy of the system. In the same sense, in order to create meaningful and useful trainer datasets from network traffic in
PNA, datasets with normal events and expected behaviours should be created beforehand based on network traffic but specially handled so that they contain indeed assets descriptions.

6. Validation: This process is in practice very difficult to perform. For instance, in small environments a testing framework could be done in such a way that vulnerabilities and other issues reported by PNAF can be checked directly on the assets themselves (checking whether indeed OS, software, system logs, etc, matches with PNA findings). However, even if such a test shows that all reported findings are accurate, it might not be the same behaviour on different testing environments (e.g. large networks in which is not possible to validate thousands of single machines), since a lot of the information depends on the kind of protocols, applications, systems, etc. Thus, the best way to perform validations processes is by taking assumptions and analyze data based on trusted baselines (e.g. trusted sources, standard formats, very specific proven signatures for enumeration processes, etc).
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Final Remarks

5.1 Further Work

Taking into account experiment findings, the following tasks can be done to achieve PNA goals through an improved framework:

- **Performance**: Improve DCM in such a way that initial dataset can be retrieved without the need of multiple reads of raw traffic, as well as improve DPM to avoid read/write operations as possible. This could be done by turning input data set to be raw traffic replayed through network interface and gathered directly by external tools. That means tools would actually listen on the network interface to generate initial dataset at the same time. In addition, as performance test showed about parallel processing and its better performance for multiple files, then a complete parallel execution environment (e.g. using threads) can be deployed in such a way that expensive operations (i.e. hard disk read/write) are avoided as much as possible (e.g. by using local UNIX sockets or pipes instead or temporal log files). This might turn parallel execution faster not only as a whole process, but also for single files (which does not happen in the current implementation).

- **Baselines**: All criteria to filter, control and evaluate information within the framework can be improved. For instance, in order to avoid false positives in post-processing phase, whitelisting of terms retrieved from tokenization can be used to reduce or limit invalid entries. In addition, only well known and trusted rulesets (e.g. from VRT and Emerging threats) can be used to control false positives during initial dataset generation. Nevertheless, rule verification should be implemented as formal task within the framework.

- **Anomaly features**: Although misuse-based is more suitable for auditing purposes, there are some issues that can be tackled in further implementations. On the one hand, there is a need of an improvement of the way trainer dataset is created. It is necessary to use actual trainer datasets that describe enough information about assets that are being audited. On the other hand, the algorithm used to detect anomalies can be replaced by supervised machine learning techniques, however, from the audit point of view trainer dataset is still the most important key since assets need to be described based on audit trails.

5.2 Conclusions

Taking into consideration existing taxonomies (describing standard features of detection frameworks), existing frameworks (with related PNA capabilities) and results obtained from experiments using the proposed framework, then actual findings of this research suggest that in order to extend in the best way both NSM and SIEM capabilities within a PNA approach, the following aspects should be consider:
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- The use of either NSM, SIEM or PNA technologies depends on the characteristics of the networks as well as monitoring, detection and identification goals that need to be achieved. Thus, in order to provide a feasible model based on passive technology, PNA should be considered taking into account two key factors: the use of single input dataset and its focus on assets.

- Definition of a descriptive language that covers the type of output data that it is aimed to be retrieved. For instance, multiple input parameters that control output behaviour (e.g. policies, dictionaries, blacklists) in such a way that granularity can be as depth as the aimed results (e.g. define event types, role types, asset attributes). In the case of PNAF proposed audit language, it has been proven to be useful to describe detection parameters in order to identify vulnerable assets based on trusted baselines.

- PNA can combine different detection and identification models to create data interpretation about security events. Nevertheless, the point is not to use as many network analysis tools as possible, but rather take into consideration the kind of data that can be retrieved from them to use only either specific tools or specific features of a single tool. In PNA it is better to have real meaningful data to describe assets, such that data correlation from multiple datasets can be performed. Thus, after an extensive analysis of multiple technologies, a specific toolset was defined performing not only capabilities and features comparison, but also defining the role they may play within PNA environments in order to be categorized according the type of information of security events aimed to generate. It has to be noted that even if no data correlation nor audit processes are performed, the proposed toolset is a quite useful to be used as a reference in PNA environments.

- Despite the fact that usually IDS are deployed for threat identification (through alert triggering), as well as SIEM for data correlation, these technologies by themselves, specially IDS, are not enough to get awareness of security events within network environments. It has to be emphasized that IDS provide alerting, but this represents an intermediate stage within the data correlation process, in which different kind of datasets (e.g. logs, data enumeration) are correlated to generate contexts of security events. In the case of PNA, contexts are defined by audit baselines.

- The main gap found between PNA and SIEM that has to be filled, is the capability of PNA approaches to create reliable datasets. Unlike SIEM systems, which already have reliable input dataset (i.e. actual raw logs from different tools), PNA need to take assumptions and perfoms additional validation tasks to produce its actual useful output. In fact, this issue is also related with other challenges of PNA such as good performance to produce datasets (through extensive filtering, parsing, comparison, etc.) in order to be feasible technology in large environments. Thus, if this challenge can be tackled in a better way, PNA can cover significant advantages over SIEM as process, in which only a single input is needed with no additional tasks involved, meanwhile the reliability is considerable acceptable.

Thus, this framework proposes a feasible way to take advantage of certain NSM and SIEM capabilities within PNA context, taking into account the gap between these technologies that is mostly related with reliability, and in spite of issues it involves, PNAF represent a quite useful technology for passive security audits.
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Glossary

Alerts  Events triggered by an Intrusion Detection System when specific pattern occurs within the network traffic.

Anomalous activity  Any activity out of the thresholds or specifications of any kind of communication protocol, information exchange or component interaction within the network platform.

Anomalous component  Component related to any anomalous activity.

API  Application Programming Interface intended to manipulate and develop additional, specific or personalized features within the framework.

Assets  Any component of the network that has a value either for the organization or the network platform itself.

Attack  Any event that is intended to infringe the security level of the network platform.

Attacker  Any person or entity (i.e. internal or external component) which has been identified as the source of an attack.

Audit policy  Process in which a set of policies defined either by the organization or by standard security baselines, are compared against the behaviour of the network traffic in such a way it is possible to find possible policy violations.

Data collection  Process in which samples datasets are gathered for further analysis.

Data processing  Process in which the collected data is parsed, filtered, classified, etc. in order to create meaningful interpretation taking into account the information security context and security baselines.

Deep Packet Inspection  Network traffic analysis technique in which different network layers are decoded, analyzed and interpreted in order to characterize the network activities and extract specific information.

Evidence  Any data that can prove or support the interpretation of any event identified and reported within the framework.

Impact analysis  Process in which the impact (i.e. risk x vulnerabilities) is calculated taken into consideration findings about vulnerability and risk assessment.

Intrusion Detection System  System that inspects the network traffic in order to trigger alerts when a specific pattern is identified.

Malicious activity  Any activity out of the scope of the thresholds or specification, with explicitly identified malicious behaviour within the security context defined either by the organization or by any general security reference.
Glossary

**Malicious component** Component related to malicious activity.

**Malware** Any software (i.e. piece of code or binary) that is involved either on attacks or malicious activity.

**Network Flow Analysis** Network traffic analysis technique in which only the network flows are analyzed in order to generate statistics and patterns identification.

**Network platform** Set of components that comprises the company’s logical environment in which information exchange, data processing or any communication protocol is performed.

**Network Security assessment** Process intended to determine the status of the network within the information security context.

**Passive Network Audit** Network auditing process performed in such a way that network traffic is collected without any kind of active interaction with the network components. Thus, no changes take place over communication environment.

**Policy violation** Any event out or against the policies defined by the organization or a security baseline.

**Security level** Exposure status of the assets within the network platform within the information security context. It is useful to define the level of compliance of certain policies.

**Threat** Any event that can cause damage to the network platform. It can be rated as a chance or probability given certain facts such as vulnerabilities, security level, etc.

**Vulnerability** Any weakness identified within the network platform focused on the information security context. Such a weakness might allow any attacker to reduce the network security level.
Appendix A

Appendix

This appendix shows the actual output of DVM, which includes not only post-processed dataset, but the list of audited assets that were identified with possible anomalous activity or policy violations based on all baselines.

Figure A.1: PNAF Audit Actual Output (Dashboard).
## PNAF AUDIT DATA STRUCTURE

### AUDIT SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Events Counter (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Events Info (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- TLS (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Alert (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dns (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- File (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ssh (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Http (12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Server Ports (43)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Protocols (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Status Codes (59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Methods (49)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Servers (2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Resources (22220)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Agents</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Platform (8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Engine (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Language (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Browser Version (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Browser (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Operating System (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Full ID (320)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Country (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Device (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Operating System Version (11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Uris (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Status codes (32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Clients (412)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Referer (1546)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Content types (88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>(27256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.2: PNAF Audit Data structure visualization.
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DICTIONARY NVD NIST (CVE-MITRE)

Figure A.3: PNAF Audit Vulnerability Assessment.

BLACKLIST IP REPUTATION

Figure A.4: PNAF Audit Data. Blacklist results. (IP reputation).
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BLACKLIST DOMAIN REPUTATION

Figure A.5: PNAF Audit Data. Blacklist results. (Domain reputation).

BRO Event Parser Summary

SURICATA

SNORT Event Parser Summary

BRO Event Parser Tracking IP

SURICATA

SNORT Event Parser Tracking IP

Figure A.6: PNAF Audit Data. IDS Events Dataset.
Figure A.7: PNAF Tool dataset (group 1).

Figure A.8: PNAF Tool dataset (group 2).
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Figure A.9: IDS Performance comparison

Figure A.10: Hard disk read/write transactions, and CPU core usage during reading phase
Figure A.11: Hard disk read/write transactions, and CPU core usage during processing phase